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Suddenly there came a pounding of horses' hoofs, and a masked horseman came 1lying over
the fence, with a sword in his hand. The -three Liberty Boys recoiled from around
the fire. "It's the Black Horseman!" cried Dick, as he scrambled to his feet.
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DANGEROUS

FOE

By HARRY MOORE

CHAPTER I.-A Brave Young Virginian.
"Here, you young rebel, get us something for
our horses and tell the people of the house to get
dinner ready, and in a hurry, too, for we are
hungry and have no time to waste."
It was a British officer who made this demand
of a boy chopping wood near a neat house standing by the roadside, one pleasant sum!Der day at
about noon. There was a party of six redcoats
led by a sergeant, who made a demand upon the
boy chopping wood, apparently thinking that the
latter w<>uld not dare refuse. The boy paused in
his work, and, looking up, said carelessly :
" I don't happen to be a rebel, Mx. Redcoat, and
if I was I woul-0 not do what you asked till you
learned better manners."
The sergeant seemed somewhat astonished, and
.
said, as if in explanation for his rudeness:
"You are not a rebel ? Why, I thought all Virginians were rebels, like y<>ur Mr. Washington ."
"Oh, you did? Well, that shows your ignorance. I don't know whom you mean by Mr. Wash ington. Is it possible that you mean General
Washington ?"
"Pshaw! y<>u r ebels . have no generals!" with a
contemptuous tone.
"I t old y<>u I was not a rebel. There's no one
at home but-your manners need improving, so
go t o the ale-house down the road, to which you
are accustomed, and get what you want."
" Well, then, get some provender for our horses,
and be quick about it. I thought you were a
rebel for everybody about here is, and trouble
en-0ugh they make for us, too."
"You will get nothing here," said the boy in a
determined t<>ne. "'If the patriots make trouble
for you it is no more than you deserve, coming
over here and trying to put everybody under
your thumb's. Why don't you stay at home in the
picayune little island where you belong, and not
come p oking y<Jur ugly noses into things that
don't concern you?"
The sergean t turned as red as his sca1·let coat,
and muttered in an angry ·to'le:
"By Jove ! I believe you a re a rebel, -f6r·11ll you
say you are n ot ."
" I am not a rebel, but I am a good Virginiah
and a patriot. What business have you g<>t call:
ing us rebels ? Why, you imper t inent r edcoat, I
don't believe y-0u kn ow what t he war is a ll about ,
and that you a11e just figh t ing because you are
told to, with out giving th e thing a thought. You

'

won't find us ' rebels,' as you call us, doing
•
th rt"
"H'm! y<>u are a rebel, just as I supposed,"
with a snort. "Well, my man, since the young
rebel won't give us what we want, we must help
ourselves, so get to work."
The boy sprang in front of the gate, axe in
han d, as the redcoats dismounted and started for
the barn, and called out:
"Hallo! Jim, Pete, Joe, Georg-e come here, y<>u
lazy black rascal l The redcoats are going to run
off with you !"
Then, as three or four blacks came from the
barn and from the kitchen behind the house the
boy raised his axe t hreateningly, and said: '
"Keep off, you purl<>ining redc<>ats ! I'll split;
the first of you that tries to get through this
gate from head to heels !"
Then one <>f the men tried t o leap the fence
instead of g-0ing through t he gate, when the boy
caught him by the heels, and the att empt was a
rank failure, the redcoat landing <>n his head in
a l<>t <>f bushes on the very side that he started
~
from.
he boy was likely
The sergeant, scf'iWJe
, to get the better of ttre I unless stringent measur~s were taken, now cirled his meq sharply an<l
said:
"Never mind the young rebel. Make ready'
.
Aim!"
The men drew their pistols and aimed at the
plucky boy standing at the gate, and waited for
the fina l word. Just then a boy in homespun
came along on a fine black h-0rse, and wnipped
out a couple <Jf big pist<>ls, aiming them at the
sergeant's head.
"If you give that order, you give it to me as
well as to your men !" he said in a clear tone.
T he sergeant turned pale, and muttered :
"J ove! I know that horse. Fire upon the rebel,
men. That is Dick Slater, the captain of the Liberty Boys. There is not another black horse like
that in all the C<Juntry."
"Here, my boy, catch this," said the boy on the
black horse.
T hen he tossed firs t one and then a nother pistol
t o t he boy standing at the gate. In an-0ther mocm ent he h ad drawn t wo more pistol.s, and said to
t he boy, enquiringly:
"Are the blacks good shots with pistols?"
" J im and Joe a re."
"Here, J im; hurry up, J oe," said· Dick Slater,
and two of t he negroes came runni11g up.
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"If · you had come a little while ago you would
!Dick tossed them each a pistol, seeming to have
an unlimited supply of them, for in a moment he have had a chance to have a shot at some redcoats,
had two more aimed at the sergeant. Then the Lieutenant Estabrook," .said Dick, to a handsome
other two negroes came up, armed with pitch- boy on a fine bay.
He wore tlie uniform of a first lieutenant, and
forks, and the sergeant suddenly found himself
in a most embarrassing position. Two young girls was Bob E stabrook, Dick Slater's closest friend.
"Were they in such a hurry to get away that
about fifteen years old, and looking exactly alike,
came running <mt -0f the house, one carrying a they left their horses behind them, captain?"
asked Bob.
rifle and the other a shotgun.
"Well, no, they would have taken them, but we
"We thought we might be of use, Tom," said
induced them to leave them with us. They did
one.
All this had happened within a very short time, not really belong to them, having been taken out
and now the redcoats found themselves in a more of various planters' .s tables in the vicinity."
"Yes, Cornwallis and Tarleton and other Britembarrassing situation than before. The boy had
more friends than they had, counting by pistols ish leaders have a habit of doing that," sputtered
and rifles, and all were <letermined, as the Bob. "They think that they can take anything
sergeant could well see. He knew Dick Slater, that bel-0ngs to a 'rebel.'"
the plucky captain of the Liberty Boys, and he
knew that he wa·s most resolute, and that when
once he undertook anything he always carried it
CHAPTER II.-Lively Times at the Cottage.
out.
"Take away those redcoats' pistols and swords,
A ·horse and chaise arrived at this moment, and
boys," Dick said to the two black boys with the a man and a woman got out, the man saying to
pitchforks, "and see that they do not get on their Dick:
horses."
"I'm glad you're here with your boys, captain,
The sergeant frowned and attempted to draw a for there are redcoat soldiers behind, and they
sharply:
pistol, when the boy at the fence said
may try to make trouble for us."
"Stop that! Put your hands over your head.
"There were some here a little while ago sir "
Go and relieve the sergeant of his hariger and Dick replied, "and Tym and the black boys' made
pistols, girls."
trouble for them. They have probably brought up
.The black boys, Jaughing till they s howed all the others. These are their horses.'!
their teeth, and the boy's two sisters lost no time
"Huh! every one of 'em has been stolen! I
in obeying· orders, and in a few moments the red- know them. Better get them in the barn. Hallo
coats were relieved of their weapons.
'
Jim, George, Joe!"
"Now you, can go,'' said Dick; "and I would
The negroes came running from the barn, and
advise you to make good time, too, for it is my the land-owner told them to get all the horses out
impression that there are .oome of the Liberty of sight, those taken from the redcoats as well as
Boys scouting in this neighborhood, and if they those belonging . to the Liberty Boys. The redsee you they may fire on you without first stop- coats coming on were still at some distance, and
ping to see if you are armed or not. They do Dick put a part of the boys in the barn, and told
ats."
not like the sight o£ re
the rest to go inside the house, remaining outside
r horses?" asked the himself. Tom, whose other name was Truman,
"Won't you let us have
told his father wha t had happpened, and how
sergeant.
Dick looked at the horses, and then said shortly: 'Dick and the blacks had driven off the redcoats.
"Those fellows may not have seen these coming
"No. Those horses.have been stolen from some
gentleman's stable. The British army is not usu- up," said Tom's father, ''but they will try to make
ally so well provided unless they get their animals tr-0uble just the same, and we have got to show
by theft. These were obtained that way, I know." them that we won't stand any non.sense."
"The Liberty Boys never do," said Dick, shortly,
"One of them was," .s aid the Virginia boy.
"That bay is a racer belonging to Colonel Dun- "and we will give you all the help we can. I only
woodie. I know him well. He has won many a wish there were more of the boys here."
"Mark is out with quite a good sized party,"
race in these parts."
The sergeant flu.shed, and it was clear that replied Bob, "and if he hears any trouble he will
both Dick Slater and the Virginia boy had spoken very likely come up. He always wants to know
what is the matter when he hears firing, and to
the truth.
.
"You had better run, sergeant,'' laughed Dick. take a hand in it."
"Then it is po.ssible that we may 'get his help
"I 'hear some of the boys coming now. Come, I
will give you ten seconds to get to the turn of after all."
Mark Morrison was the second lieutenant of
· the road. Ready, boys, take aim--"
Before he could give the whole command, if he the Liberty Boys, one of the bravest of them all,
had meant to do so, the six r~dcoats were out of and thoroughly trusted by Dick, and was universight around the bend, going like the wind. The sally liked. The redcoats could be seen coming up
girls, who were undoubtedly twins, laughed heart- quite rapidly, and now Dick could see that one
ily when they saw the redcoats run, and the black 'horse carried a double load.
"The sergeant is with them," he said in a moboys fairly yelled with delight. In a few moments
seven or eight boys, wearing the blue and buff ment. "He will know me. Have you a suit of
of the Continental army, and very well mounted, clothes. that I can put on to change my appear· appeared on the road, and soon came galloping ance?"
" Only one of mine,'' answered Truman, "and I
up. ha.lting at a wa.)t1Urom Dick.
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reckon that will be a bit large. won't it, captain?"
The lieutenant realized his danger, how~ver,
with a laugh.
and was not obstinate enough to remain and face
"Something, brttl I 'thlnk I'
fix ft.· I won't such odds, knowing that they would all be captake the entire suit. Let me 'have what you can tured if not shot down. He had learned the temspare and I will arrange it all right."
per of the Liberty Boys and of the Virginians as
The planter then took Dick into the house and well before now, and was wise enough to get away
left him in the parlor chamber, and then went out while there was time. When he thought that he
again. There were none of the Liberty Boys in had a superi9r force he was quite willing to do
sight now, Tom being engaged splitting wood all the damage he could, but now that the tables
as he had been when the redcoats first came up. were turned he was not so stubborn as to remain.
There were more of the redcoats this time, and He quickly withdrew, therefore, and in good time,
Tom recognized the .s ergeant, the latter getting too, for the dashing second lieutenant of the Libdown as the party halted.
erty Boys came sweeping down upon him so
"There is the young rebel who threatened us fiercely that a few minutes'- more delay would
with an axe," the man said, pointing at the boy. have meant the capture of the entire troop. Mark
"They are all rebels, and you will probably find and his gallant boys fired a rattling volley, which
rebels in the house, the same ones that the boy had its effect as a number of redcoats were seen
called to his aid."
to -waver in their saddles, and two or three fell
· Tom suddenly whipped out the t\vo pistols to the road and lay still.
Dick had given him, and said in a voice of great
"Take some of the boys and go the way the reddetermination:
coats came, Bob. I will return to the camp," said
"Call off your men or I will shoot you! We Vir- Dick.
ginians know how to shoot as well as you do, and
The greater part of the boys went with Bob,
maybe a little better. Boys!"
some going with Mark~ Dick .setting off for the
The two black boys came forward, and in a camp alone.
moment were aiming at the lieutenant. The lat"If the redcoats come in any numbers," he said
ter did not expect any such resistance, having a to himself, "we will have to get word to the gen'very poor opinion of "rebels," and he turned pale. eral so as to stop their march. I shall know by
"You'd better .go," said the planter. "Tom is a the time Bob comes back about how many there
determined young fellow, and if he says he'll are."
·
do a thing he will. If anybody is hurt it won't be
!Dick was .riding on at a good speed, wh~ sudany fault of mine."
denly a man all in black and with a black mask
At this Dick came out, looking so entirely un- on his face, and riding a black horse, came dash.like himself that the sergeant did not recognize ing out of a clump of bushes at the side of the
him. He was attired in a long black coat, ' and had road and cried:
his hair thickly ffoured and tied with a black bow
"Surrender, you miserable rebel!"
behind, his face being lined to make him look like
"Not just now!" retorted Dick, dashing ahead,
an old man.
not knowing how many might be with the stra1.ge
"Men of war," he said, "why do you disturb the man.
peace of this quiet household? Why do you talk
"Sun-ender or I fire!" hissed the man, coming
of ...:;hooting and searching? Go away, lest the on after Dick at a gallop.
wrath of the people fall upon you."
Dick had recovered ·all his pistols, and
"There are rebels· concealed in the house, Dick ing, with a brace of them in his hands, heturnreSlater among them, and we intend to have them plied:
·
out if we kill every one here!" ejaculated the lieu"Flre away, my man, if you think best!"
tenant angrily.
Then, seeing that the stranger was determined
"And if you come on or order your men to do so to overtake him, tbj.'filYOUlJJ: patriot captain
reI will shoot you dead!" replied Tom. "If I am solved to show hinf'"7:)'¢3f what Major, his black
shot myself -the next moment."
Arabian, could do. There was not a horse in all
"Dick.Slater is not in the house," observed Dick the country -thereabouts that could distance
quietly. "Neither are any rebels in the house. magnificent animal, and Dick had never seen the
his
If you wish to enter, a few of you, and look about, equal, although it was quite possible that he exyou may do so."
isted. Without using either whip or spur, or
Tom :rruman was quick-witted, and he guessed speaking in other than an ordinary tone, Dick
in a tnoment what Dick's plan was. The redcoats urged the noble creature forward, and away he
were to be admitted, and at once seized and dis- went like the wind, gaining on the other home
armed. The lieutenant suspected something of by lengths.
the kind, however, and said with a snarl:
"Beware of the black horseman, you rebel!" the
"Let everyone come out of the house, and then stranger shouted, in a high, far-reaching voice.
we will enter it. You in~Emd treachery, but you
Dick turned again, and, aiming both pistols, l·ewon't succeed. This resistance will not avail you, plied in as clear a tone:
for I intend to have the rebel out and to punish
"Beware of me, then, black horseman, for if I
you for your defiance of the king and the laws." chose there would be nothing of you to beware
Then . the officer quickly withdrew his men and of."
ordered them to fire.
Dick went on at the same tremendous pace, soon
"Hurrah! there is Mark, with a score and more turning a bend in the road, and leaving the mysof the boys!" shouted Bob. "Let them have it, terious horseman behind. He thought no more of
boys!"
the black horseman, but rode on to the camp and
"Charge on them " cried Dick. "Corner the had his dinner served to him in his tent by a jollyraiders if we can." t
looking, rosy-cheeked Irish boy, the company cook,

can
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and one of tl~e· chief providers otfµn f0i;.the :who,l e
•eamp.
"'
,
, . . ,.
"And what happened the rest of the boys at all,
captain dear?" asked Patsy Brannigan.
· "Oh, they are out scouting, Patsy, and I don't
know when they will return. We had a little
brush with some redcoats, and they are now lookfor the enemy's camp."

ifg

CHAPTER III.-The Mysterious Rider Again.
The boys went to their tents, the guards were
set, the fires burned low, and before long all was
quiet in the camp.
One of the boys had brought in the information that th.e British were advancing.
In the morning Dick set out for. Lafayette's
camp to inform the young French general of the
appearance of the enemy, it being just possible
that his scouts had not informed him of the fact.
Dick Slater was a famous scout and spy as well
as the captain of the Liberty Boys, and he had
been on many a secret mission of great. importance for General Washington and other commanders, always giving the utmost satisfaction.
After he should have returned from the French
general's camp, he intended to go over to the camp
of the enemy in disguise and learn all he could
abou~em. Setting out upon Major soon after
breakfast, he rode at a god pace and made rapid
progress, seeing nothing to alarm him, and meeting few persons on his way, as it wa& still early.
Those he did meet greeted him heartily, for he
was well known in the district, and thoroughly
liked. There was one exception, for, as he was
riding along, being then not more than half a
mile from Lafayette's camp, he met two men on
horseback at a point where the road was narrow
and very bad, the middle being the only place
where the travel was any way decent. There was
room for Dick if one of the men hung back, but
both refused to do t!hls, and one of them said with
a growl:
"Turn out, you sneaking rebe\, arl'd let gentlemen pass, or we will ride you down!"
"Where are the ge~egi ~ " asked Dick quietly, reining his horse. "I do not see any gentlemen. I see nothing but a couple of insolent
Tories."
"Do you mean to insinuate that a Tory is not a
gentleman, you impertinent rebel?" growled the
ether.
" Not at all. He may be one, of course, but
neither of you individuals can lay claim to the
title. If one of you will step back of the other
there will be room for me to go by, and I a sk you
to do so, if you please."
,
" Well, we don't please to do anything of the
sort. The ditch is good enough for reb els, and
that's where you will find yourself if you don't
turn out."
Then as if by a preconcerted plan, the two men
su<ldeniy rode ahead at a gallop, evidently believing that they could unhorse him. It was two to
one but there was no such horse as Major anywh~re about, and Dick himself was a splendid
rider and not to be easily unseated, even with two
~ ~gainst him. fle settled himself solidly in his

HORSE~AN

sa,<;ldle, gripped.ithe remsr apd urged Mi,.jo~~head,
tl:l.king the exact centet of the road, rignt p~/;w~en
the two Tories.
··
,
Before they knew it he was oetween them, and
then both his .fists shot out, each man being taken
on t'he point of the jaw. The horses were not so
well trained as Major, and they swerved to one
side as their riders suddenl y lost control of the
reins. Dick went right on a nd looked oack. From
the sounds he heard h e kn e'N th a t both T ori,. ~
had met with disaster. One had been thrown into
the ditch, and the other's hor se had carried h im
into a thornbush at one side of the road, where he
was badly scratched as well a s suffering the loss
of his temper. Dick went on with a laugh, and
saying to himself:
"That is what comes of being obstinate. A little
,c ourtesy, which !hurts no one, would have prevented all"this."
Then he went on at a gallop, and in a short
time reached the camp of the French marqui s.
He was recognized at once, and r equested an audience with the general, saying that he had news or
importance to communicate. In a sho1•t time he
was admitted to the ge11eral's tent, and related
what he had learned, Lafayette being greatly a stonished at the-news, no word of the arrival of
the redcoats having been received by him up to
that time.
"I am greatly obliged to you, captain, for
bringing me this information," he said. "You do
not know, of course, if they are going to proceed,
or if it is merely a marauding expedition?"
"No, general, I do not," Dick returned, "but,
having informed you of thi s much, I shall now return and learn all I can of the enemy and of their
intenti-Ons, and send you word without delay if
there is any danger of a forward march on their
part."
"Thank you, captain, very much. In the meantime I shall be on the lookout, and be ready to
march at· an instant's notice. Of course, you are
well aware that I am anxiou fi. to effect a union
with General Wayne and with Steuben, and any
engagements we have with the enemy now must
necessarily be in the nature of skirmishes."
"I understand that, General, and the Liberty
Boys are ready to give you every a ssistance, beinp; well used to that sort of fighting." ·• '
"I know you are, captain, and very g_ood ' at it.
as well," smiling. "I shall certainl y ava'.il ·m yself
of your assistance if n ec€ssary, and shall be glad
of it."
Dick shortly afterwa r d set out upon his return,
smiling when he came to th e place where h ~ had
met the two Tories, a t the condi t ion of the road.
"It was a lesson for th em , no doubt,'' he said,
"but some will not learn whtdom except b y just
such lessons."
F a rther on there wa s a t::tver n which Dick had
passed on his way t o t he camp withou t stopping,
having no need of an y r efre shment for either
himself nor his horse at t hat time. He did not
intend to stop now, and as he came in sight of it
he rode on at the same pace wlith no sign of halting. There were thick bu shes at the side of the
road opposite the tavern, and as he neared these
the mysterious black horseman came suddenly
leaping out, turned into the road, and went on at
a gallop, uttering a peculiar .shrill cry.
J
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That t his was a signal to some one Dick had no unexpected moments is all for show. It may
doubt at the next moment, when four or five frightl'!n some, but it can't scare us, and the firs~
rough-looking men came flying out of the thicket, thing he knows he will get a shot that will brinir
and at the same time a number came from the him down and the cat will be out of the bag."
Dick did not take Major to go to the camp, aa
t av ern, some around the side of the house and
i:;o me from the place itself. The latter were on the noble animal was too well known to the enefoot, the others on horseback, and Dick saw in a my, as his adventure of the day before showe&
m oment that it was the intention of all of them plainly. Reaching the cottage where Tom Tru·
to stop him. Among the men riding he recognized man lived, he saw the young Virginian hoeing ill
the t wo Tories he had had the altercation with, the garden, the · two girls being seen at work in
· and he guessed at once that they had concocted the the house, their mother . superintending them.
plot again st. him. Whether they knew of his visit Dick looked like an ordinary country boy in hi:t
to Lafl!yette's camp or not he could not tell, but suit of gray homespun, blue woolen hose and
it was certainly sure that they meant to detain round hat, as he came jogging along, and Tom
him. He dashed at once into the crowd of men had no idea who he was when he .looked up and
that had come out of the bushes, overturning them said pleasantly: _
"Good-morning. Stranger in these parts, a ren't
in a moment and scattering them right and left.
It might not be so easy to get rid of the rest, you?"
but Dick meant to wa ste no time nor ceremony
"Well, I donno," with a drawl. "I lrnow yo~
upon them , and he dashed ahead, suddenly seizing Tom Truman."
t he pi stol s from his holsters and firing at the
Tom looked greatly surprised, and answered:
crowd on horseback, having more to fear from
"Well, I don't know you, then, and you've got
these than from those on foot. He had no desire me for fair. Who are you, anyhow? u
.
to injure any of the men, but he wished to con"Have the redcoats got · into any more trouble
fu se them, and this he did to a considerable de- since last night, Tom?" asked Dick, in his natural
gree. The Tories he had met were in the lead, tones.
.
and he shot off the ha t s of these, causing them to
Tom looked around to see where Dick was, recr ein in so suddenly that they threw the others in ognizing his voice, and then colored when Dick
confu sion, and caused two or three to be un- • laughed.
seated.
"Well, I vow, captain, I would never have
The crowd on foot became panicstricken, and krwwn you!" he declared, "and I saw you in disfell back in hast e,· falling over each otha- in their guise yesterday, too."
hurry to get ba ck to the tavern. There was not
"Heard any more from the redcoats, Tom?"
one of them who did not think, apparently, that
"No, nothing special. They're there yet, but
he was going to be made a mark for a pistol at they haven't made any forward move. Goini'
the next moment, and they all fled in the greatest down there?"
haste. The confusion among the men on horse"Yes, I thought I would. You have not seen a
back enabled Dick to get past them without trou- man on a black hoi:;~randCWearing a black mask,
ble, and there was nothing to be feared from the go by?"
...,
.·
men on foQt after the two shots he had fired. He
·'No, I have not. What does he want to wear a
went on with a rush, passed the tavern, turned mask for?"
the bend in the road, and quickly lost sight of the
"I don't know, but such is ·his habit. He calla
inn and of the crowd that had come from it.
himself the black horseman. He is a spy · of the
"That black horseman is a very odd sort of per- British, so if you see him, be careful what you
son," he muttered a s he went on, "and he is evi- say or do."
dently determmed to make all the trouble he can.
"All right, captain," and then Dick rode on..
If we get hold of him once, he will make no more, while Tom resumed his hoeing.
but the difficulty is that he appears at such unexpected moments and without the slightest warning. Well, the pitcher that goes too often to the
well gets broken at last, and this will probably be
CHAPTER IV.-Exciting Times.
hi s case."
He kept on at good speed, and finally reached
Dick rode on at a fairly good speed, althougl
the camp without further adventure, the boys receiving him with a cclaim, and wishing to 'know all the horse he rode was no match for Major, and at
that had happened. It was a common saying last he came in sight of the British camp, and saw
among the Libe1'ty Boys that Dick Slater never the royal ensign flying over a large tent in fr.&
·
left the ca mp without meeting with some adven- center.
ture, and they were always ready to hea r some
" Cornwallis himself must be there," he murmured. "l'hi s must mean something. The enemy ·
inter esting story upon h is return.
"Well, what happened this time, capt ain?" . expect to march on, no doubt. If Lafayette ha.S ·
a sked Mark, when Dick rode in and dismounted.
not sent out any scouts I shall have to send h\m
"Several things," with a smile, " and I'll tell word."
He had passed one or two picket s wi thout quez..
you about them while I put on a di sguise in which
tion, the guar ds t aking him for a simple country
to make my way into the enemy's camp."
The boys were all greatly interest ed, but Bob boy, an d was n earing the camp, when the black
•
horse man came da shin g suddenl y past him, sh o~t
sputtered:
"That f ellow will come around once too often ing :
one of t hese days. He is a British spY, and this
"There is Dick Slater, the rebel spy ! Selze
him!"
bu ~ i11 e~ s of going all in black and coming out at
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The strange man disappeared in a moment, but am a patriot and an officer in the Continental
now redcoats came running from this quarti:r and army, but I am no rebel."
"You are a rebel!" sputtered the lieutenant,
that, and the young patriot was surrounded in a
"and you will be hanged as a spy. Lord Cornshort time.
wallis has giv.e n orders to ·that effect."
'1Where is Dick Slater, the rebel?" asked one.
"Lord Corn\\q\llis has not seen me," said Dick
"I hain't seen him," with a drawl and a look of
shortly. "I was not taken in your camp. You had
great simplicity.
Then the sergeant of the day before appeared, better let Cornwallis see me, and give his own orders."
looked criticaly at Dick, and said:
"You are a spy," snarled the other, "and
"By George! I believe you are the rebel yourwhether you were taken in the camp or not, there
self. Seize him!"
"I ain't no rebel; I'm jus't a Virginia boy. What are standing orders to hang all spies, wherever
taken."
you want to catch me fur?"
Dick said nothing, and was led away on foot.
"Are you not Dick Slater, the rebel?" '
having been disarmed and his horse taken away.
"I donno as I am."
Then the lieutenant came tip, and the sergeant Cornwallis did see him a few minutes later, recognized him, and said:
said to the men surrounding Dick:
"Yes, that is Dick Slater, a most dangerous
• "Search'the bumpkin. If he is the rebel spy he
spy. He wiU be hange<l at sunset."
will have paper on him. Search him.!'
"Not if I know it, my lord," thought Dick,
D' k
fi d
as ic nev~r while the lieutenant cast a triumphant glance at
n any
did not
They any,
find three or f<Jur big
did papers,
but they
carried
· i'tse If was s u sp1·c·ious, as him.
· t 0 Is, an d th'is f act m
.d
. h
d .
D' k
pis
1
m a t!'!nt m. t e m1 die .of the
ic 'Ya.s Pace
a bo of Dick's appearance was not likely to have
, camp, with a sentry stationed rn front of it, and
chythi
su"Wha~~~- you carry pistols fo:i?" asked the lieu- two other~ paci~g up and down the' company
street on e1ther sure.
t
t
" "Not ~ very cheering prospect," thought Dick.
ei;i;~~ 'shoot rabbits and birds."
The bo) s 1';now whe:e I am, .to be s1;1re, but they
"This is Slater, I am certain," declared the sern;ay not thmk of bemg .worned until ~early the
t "This boy is no fool as he pretends."
time set for my execut1on, and then it may 00
. h . t
:,
.
ge,~n ·
. Of co~rse ~e is Slater, ..said t e. lieu ~nant, too late. I think I shall have to de end u on
P
P
with an arr of importa:i;ice.,, I recogmzed him as myself this time."
The prospect was dark indeed, but Dick Slater
.
.
soon as I set eyes 0 ~ hi,m.
He had done nothmg of ~he so:t, as ~ick well was never a boy to give way to despair and he
knew! b~t the youn.g patriot said nothmg, not did not do so now, beginning' to think ov~r a plan
deei:img it v:orth while. Ot.her redcoats had .been of escape as soon as he was left alone. The day
commg up m the m~anwhile, ~~d now some of was warm, and Dick took off his coat and sat in
those v:ho had been witb the se1geant the day be- his shirt and breeches, lookin~ out upon the
company street., but not seeming to pav any at.
.,
..
.
fore said:
"That is Captam Sl~ter. .S.::..fllan has Just COI!}_e tention to the guards set to watch him. · . ·
"There is no use of attempting a sudden dash "
in who says he saw him set out. He knows tlie
he said to himself. I would not be able to take
rebel well."
"Of course he is Slater," declared the lieuten- three steps •b efore I would be shot down. No, I
must resort to strategy, or do some perfectly nat,,
. .
.
ant.
"He is a suspicious person, at any rate, added ural act which will disarm suspicion in a moment."
the sergeant.
A sol~lier presently came up with a horse,
Then several of the r:edcoat~ were ~eady to
swear , tha1f they recogmzed Dick, and m. a few stop~ed m front of .one of the tents opposite, took
moments u~ came some of the v.ery men Dick h!id off his coat and waistcoat, threw them inside, got
scattered at th~ tave~n, and said the)'. kne?' hiJ? I. cm·rycomb, a~d Ile~an grooming the animal.
and had seen him go mto the camp With his um- Dick watched him with some interest for the
horse was a good animal , while the ;nan w~s
form on, and come out in disguise.
"You can't deny that you are Dick Slater after clumsy, and did not seem to know how to do his
work, 11:Ithough he must have done it often. The
"
.
.
tliat," declared the se!ge~n~;
I am sentry m front of the tent was interested as ''"ell
"I never have demed it, rephed Dick.
Dick Slater, but those men are liars. They did as Dick, and turned to look at the ma_n, although
not see me go into the camp or come out. They he was suipposed to give all his attention to the
don't know where the camp is. You were the prisoner.
"Been having too much punch at the Rose and
nearest to knowing me, sergeant, but )'.Our information came from a man who calls himself the Crown, haven't you, Per,ers ?" he asked. "You
black horseman. He is a spy of yours. He told aren't going at that job right. First thing you
the guard I was about. Then you reme~ered me. know you'll have "him stepping on-hallo!"
Then there happened just what the sentry had
The lieutenant would have passed me on the road
feared. The hovse, growing restive under the
without recognizing me:"
The officer scowled, while sevel'al of the men clumsy treatment he was receiving, stepped on
grinned behind his back, and the sergeant was put the soldier's foot, there was a r oar, a lot of confusion, and men came hurrying from here and
to it not to do so.
"Talce him away~" said the lieutenant. "He there, even the sentry forgetting his duty and
confesses to being a rebel, and that is sufficient." going over to the injured man.
"Go get ~he surgeon, somebody!" groaned the
"I have confessed nothing of the-sort," returned
Dick. "I am not a rebel. We know no rebels. I soldier. "It'll mean lockjaw if it isn"t---"
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Quick as a flash Dick cut a slit in the back of
his tent, wrapped a blanket around him, slipped
out, and stole away. He passed a dozen men,
but k ept the tents between them and himself,
a:id none saw him skulking along. The boy presently turned into another camp street, entered a
cent where a redcoat lay asleep with his uniform
thrown across the pallet, picked up the coat, put
it and a cocked hat on, and hurried away down
one street and into another, and finally reached
t he edge of the camp, where there were some
hor~ es tethered.
"Too bad about Peters," he said to the soldier
gua rcl:ng them, and slipping the tether of one
of the horse s. "Horse stepped on his foot. The
,;octor i s off at the Rose and Crown; something
!'<~s got to be done about it at once, or mortification is sure to set in."
Then Dick jumped upon the horse's back and
se ~. off toward the road, past the guard.
·' Oh, what·s the password?" he called back,
rei ning in for an instant.
It was all done in the most natural manner
possi ble , and the redcoat sentry never suspected
Dick for a moment.
"Cornwallis," he answered, and Dick went on
and reached the guard at the road.
"Cornwallis· going for a doctor; Peter's foot
in bad shape' from a horse stepping on it," he
said, all in a breath.
"Pass," said the sentry, and Dick rode out upon
the road and took his way toward his own camp
at a gallop.
He was no more than out of sight of the other
camp when off went his scarlet coat and his
cocked hat, both being thrown into the thicket.
A quarter of a mile farther on the black horseman suddenly appeared in front of him and
yelled:
.
"Surrender, y ou rebel! That was very clever,
but you can 't escape me, for you are unarmed."
"Am I?" flashed Dick, grabbing at the pistols
in the holsters, which the other had evidently not
noticed.
Dick had taken a horse already saddled and
provided with a holster. The instant that the
black horseman saw the pistol in Dick's hand, he
wheeled his horse like a flash and swept a round
a turn in the road like a whirlwind. Crack! Dick
fired a shot which went through the man's black
cloak but did not seem to do him any harm. After the mysterious horseman rode the young patriot, but .when he had rounded the tu'rn he saw
nothing of the fellow, although there was a
straight stretch of a quarter of a mile ahead of
him. Dick rode on at a tremendous rate, and
presently saw a break in the bu shes where the
black horseman had left the road.
"He is waiting there for me to fire a shot as I
go by," thought the young captain, as quick as
a fl.ash. Then he leaned far over on the opposite
side, holding on by not more than a heel and
lying along the horse's neck as he1 dashed on a t
full gallop. There was a report, and then th~
whistling of a bullet over Dick's head a s he went
flying past the break in the thicket. Dick had a
pistol in his left hand, and he now fired a shot
at the point where he saw a puff of smoke. Then
he went on like a flash of lightning, and sat up
in his saddl as he looked back. He saw no one
and heard no sound, but he ~d fired his last
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shot, and it would be dangerous to go back and
see what effect it had had.
"I may have hit him," he muttered, as he rode
on, "but at any rate he did not hit me, and I am
safe, even if I did not learn anything of the enemy's intentions."
The mysterious black horseman had interfered
with his project as he had done once before and
Dick was no better off than when he had entered
the camp of the redcoats.
"At all events, the fellow knows that he has a
determined enemy to deal with,'' he muttered
"and that may make him more cautious in the fu~
ture, for not one of us will now hesitate to fire
upon him at sight after this."
Dick heard no sound of pursuit, but rode on at
a gallop till he came to Tom Truman's when he
alighted, dismounted; and said
'
"Give me a load for these two pistols, Tom. I
haven't a single charge left in them."
"Why, captain, you are without coat or hat, and
that is not the beast you went away with . I
reckon you have had an adventure."
"I reckon I have!" laughed Dick. "Two or
three of them, in fact."

CHAPTER V.-A Startling Interruptiqn.
Mr. Truman was at home, and he now came
out and gave Dick some ammunition, and while
the young captain loaded the pistols he related
his adventures at the camp of the redcoats.
"My sakes, you did have a time of it!" exclaimed Tom. "So the fellow yt>u told me about bobbed up again, did he? He must be a ghost!"
"He may be, by this time, Tom," grimly. "He
certainly is if that last shot of mine took effect."
"The man is a dangerous foe," declared Truman. "I don't know of a man answering to his
description around here. He is ·persistent, and
ha s plentv of nerve.I'
"He w1Jl need it• ....\;f he gets the Liberty Boys
after him," with -U( l:'.,ermination. "If he interferes with our plans any more he will find himself in trouble."
"I reckon he will. The man is a spy, no doubt,
and you've got a rig-ht to shoot him on sight, now
that yotLknow what he is."
"The rascal moves with the rapidity of a fl.ash
of lightning,'' Dick rejoined, "and is quick-witted
as well. As soon as he saw I was armed, he was
off like the wind."
"I reckon you're as quick as he is, captain,"
with a grunt. "He didn't hit y.ou from his hiding place in the bushes."
"One has to be quick in our line of work,"
briefly. "If we were not, we v1ould not last
long."
"There are more of the redcoats than there
were at first,'' Dick observed, "and I think their
intentions are to march against Lafayette, but I
have no idea when they mean to do so, as this
black horseman prevented my learn_ing anything."
"That's too plumb bad! How d-0 you suppose
he knew you? Torn did not, and he's seen you
as many times as this chap has, I reckon."
"I don't know. I deceived others, but this. Wllterious fellow ap·p ears to divine .thing&, at a
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glance. B:ow he gets across country so fast puzzles me, also. I am a pretty good rider myself,
but the way he gets about is astonishing."
"I reckon some of the folks hereabouts would
say he had the help of the evil one," said Truman.
·
"Yes, but I don't believe s uch tales. The man
is clever, there is no denying."
"Yes, so he is, and wicked, too."
.
"Where is the Rose and Crown tavern?" Dick
asked.
\
"Below wher e the redcoats have their camp.
Mostly Tories go to it."
"I did not know. I heard them talk about it,
and so I used the name. No one seemed to question the truth of my statement that the doctor
was there."
"That was one of the coolest pieces of work I
ever heard of, getting out of the back of the
tent, and then hurrying away for the doctor."
"It was the daririg of the thing that insured its
success," with a smile. "If it had not ,b een the
mo st natural thing in the world, I should have
lbeen stopped b'Y' the outposts."
"And not one noticed that you were in a misfit uniform?"
"The men were dressed all sorts of ways, and
I was no stranger-looking than the rest. It was
the natural part of the affair that made it go
through."
Having rested and refreshed himself and given
the horse something to · eat and drink and a rubdown, Dick set out for the camp, which he r eacJ:ied
before the boys had 'begun to worry over his absence.
"Hallo! that is not the horse you took awa y
·with you," declared Mark, who was quick to see
things, "and you have neither hat no1· coat."
"No, I left them behind," quietly, as he dismounted. "It was rather warm."
"I guess you had a warm time getting away,"
with a laugh. "Isn't t hat what you mean? "
"Yes, r ather, but I did."
·
The boys were interested in the story of Dick's
exploits, and indignant at ''ff. black horseman
for having prevented him frorfe learning what he
ha<! set out to learn.
"Oh, I suppose you can't blame him," muttered
Bob. "He is in the employ of the Briti sh, and,
of course, he wants to put all the spokes in our
wh eels t hat he can."
"We'll have to put one in his," declared Mark.
"The next time I see him prowling about I'll do
it, as sure as I'm standing here."
"At any rate, t11e spy does not know wh er e
our camp is ," r emarked Dick, "and so ' he cannot
lead the enemy to it. That Tory said he saw me
leave it , but he lied."
The scouts outside the camp saw nothing of
th e ·bl ack horseman during the rest of the afternoon, and t here was nothing seen of him that
night bv any of the boys , there being nothing to
alarm them from dusk till dawn . There was no
sound of marching troops, no cry of alarm from
the neighbors that the redcoats were coming, no
alarm of marauding Tories ; nothing wha tever.
In the early morning Dick went over to the edge
of t he camp by a rail f ence where Ben Spurlock
and Sam Sanderson sat by a fire, having a cup
of coff7e.
"Sit still. boys," said Dick, as they started to

get up, saluting, and then he sa t with them by
the fire. "Did y &u see anything during the night
or early morning?"
"No, nothing," replied both boys.
The three boys sat by the fire drinking t heir
coffee and talking upon various matters. Suddenly there came a pounding of horses' hoofs, and
a masked horseman came flying over the f ence
with a swo-rd in his hand. The three Liberty
Boys recoiled from around the fire.
"It's the black horseman !" cried Dick, as he
scrambled to his feet.
The boys were all on their feet in an instant.
"Beware the black h<>rseman, you rebels!"
hissed the man, as he went dashing on.
Neither Ben nor Sam had his musket at hand
at the nwment, but Dick whipped out a ,b race of
pistols and fired. One bullet whistled thr°'1gh the
edge of the black oloak worn l:>y the mysterious
rider, and an<>ther cartie<l away his hat. In a
moment the man was gone, but Dick, looking toward the road, said in a tone of great excitement:
"There is some one coming! The redcoat s!
Afarm the camp at once. We must either meet
them or get away !"
The shots Dick had fired had already alarmed
the boys, however, and they were now seen
springing up in all directions.
"To arms!" shouted Dick, leaping upon the
fence . "The redcoats are at hand!"

CHAPTER Vl.-A Battle.
Dick did not see the redcoats, but he heard
the steady tramp of a large body of men, and
knew from the direction in which they crune that
they could be only the enemy. The camp was
roused, and then Dick and a sc·o re and more of
the iboys hurried away in the direction of the
redcoats. In the meantime the camp was dismantled, and every preparation made to go upon
t~ m,arch at once in case the enemy were too
numerous for the Liberty Boys. Dick and his
brave boys were not long on the way before they
met the advance guard of the enemy, heading
strnight for their camp.
"The 'black horseman has learned where it" is'
and has led them here," Dick murmured. "That
feNow is a pest, and we must get rid of him as
soon a s possible."
Dick knew from the appearance of the advance
guard that there must be a strong force of the
r edcoats, and he sent Jack Warren back to the
camp in a hurry to t ell Bob to make all haste in
getting_ away. Then he charged with his gallant
lads, with a rush and a chorus of shouts, to give
t he impression that all of his force was coming,
and per haps more. Muskets rattled and pistols cracked, the brave 'boys cheer ed, and the din
was terrific, the redcoats halting and sending
back for the main body, thinking that there was
a large force opposed to them. With less than
two sco1·e boys Dick actually made the advance
guard of the enemy, numbering five times his
own force, not only halt, but fall iback and send
again for reinforcements. Then, with a parting
pistol volley that had its effect, the bold fellows
gave a tremendous cheer, and went away in a
cloud of dust.
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"If that mysterious horseman was not so fond
of making a display of himself," muttered Dick,
"he could have had the redcoats down upon us
almost before we knew it, but he has to put in
an appearance with theatrical effects always,
which really goes far to defeat his own ends.~
The boys fell lback, but not far, holding the
road so as to give Bob time to break camp and
get the boys away. On came the redcoats at
length, but the Liberty, Boys-.rere in advantageous position in the road, and meant to hold it
as long as they could, possibly until Bob sent
back word that the boys were on their march toward Lafayette's camp.
The redcoats tried to execute a flank movement, and surround the ·plucky iboys, but there
were hills to climb to do this, and they exposed
themselves to the :fire of Bob's scouts, all of his
boys not being occupied in !breaking camp. Seeirig a number of the boys emerging from the
woods and opening fire upon them, and seeing
still others at the camp, the redcoats got an idea
that there were many more of the Liberty Boys
than was actually the case, and were cautious
about advancing.
Bob hurled his scouts upon them, the boys flitting from tree to tree at every shot, and so giving the impression that there was a wood ful~ of
the brave fellows. Dick heard the :firing and
presently fell back, meeting Jack Warren on the
road with the word that Bob was ready to ~rch
in case it was necessary.
"Yes, it is, Jack," declared Dick. "There is a
large force of the enemy, larger than you saw,
and I think larger than was there yesterday."
"Then we will have to get out of the way for a
fact!" muttered Jack.
'
Dick and his detachment :fired a volley upon
the party sent to execute a flank movement and
caused them to retreat in confusion, thinking that
the entire force of Liberty Boys was after them.
Then Dick hurried on, and soon joined the main
troop on the march.
.
"There is a road to the east of the Truman
house," Dick said to Bob, "with a bridge over a
creek. I think we will take that."
"So as not to put the ·Trumans in danger?" Bob
returned.
"Yes, and partly because we can get an advantage over the enemy which we cannot get if
we take the other road."
"What is that, Dick?"
"By cutting the !bridge we delay them. The
stream is not wide, of itself, but is bordered by
swampy ground, by thick woods, and by heavy
tangles of brush and briar, through which it
would be difficult to make one's way."
"Oh, I see," laughed Bob. "And there is no
such place on the other road?"
"No, there is not."
The boys went on at a gallop, and presently
struck into the road Dick meant to take. Very
few of the boys lrnew why this road was taken
in preference to the other, but they asked no
questions, going where they were told and taking
it for grante'd that it was all right. Nearing the
bridge that he had mentioned, Dick held back a
number of boys with axes, sending on the others
as fast as they could go. Bob led the advance,
Mark had the rearguard, and Dick took charge of
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the axemen setting them to work as soon as
they reachea1 the bridge.
They set to work cutting it away at both ends,
those nearest the enemy falling back as the
structure became weakened, so that they might
not be caught on the wrong side. They · were
worki.llg away vigorously, when Dick caught the
clatter q1' hqofs some time before the rest of the
bovs heard it.
"Get o\.er, boys!" he said. "Keep right at
work, but some of you might pile brush on the
farther side and set fire to it. The wind is away
from us."
Some of the boys immediately began to get
great piles of brush and heaped it up right across
the eljld of the b~idge and higher than their
heads. They set this on fire, and 1·etreated as
the smoke and flame began to pour forth. At
length they all heard the sound of the enemy
coming on, and set to work more vigorously than
ever. The fire on the bridge would hold back
the enemy, and would at the same time help in
the destruction of the bridge. The enemy presently came in sight, and the boys plied their axes
more energetically, the structure so·on beginning
to tremble. On came the . redcoats with a shout,
hoping to catch up with the brave boys and make
their work futile. Dick ordered all the boys off,
and none too soon, either, for in a few moments
the bridge began to tremble, and at last gave
way on the side nearest to the boys. The other
hung for a time, but it was piled high with burning ibrush which presented an impassable dbstacle
to the enemy. ·
Then the boys mounted their horses and rode
away, and in a few moments they beard the crftsh
of the falling bridge. It would be some time before the i·edcoat.s could build another, and qui~
as long before they could get around and cross
the stream below, and the boys hurried on so as
to keep the advantage they had gained.
"Our black horseman won't be able to leap
that gap very easily," muttered Dick, "and if he
is on our side of the stream he stands a good
chance of being captured if we come across him."
"We can't ·h ave him riding about the country,
breaking in upon us at odd times, interfering with •
our plans and bringing the enemy down upon us,"
dedared Ben. "We have got to capture the
fellow, and stop his making trouble."
""He could have had the enem y down upon us
this morning if he had not wanted to make a
show of him sel f , ti·ying- to frighten us with his
bugaboo ways," put in Sam.
"That is what I thotight myself," replied Dick,
"and I do not think the man is quite right in his
head, or he would not do such thmgs. He is a
dangerous foe, for a!! that, and we must try and
get rid of him as soon as we can."
,
On went the boys, a bend in the road quickly
hiding them from the sight of the enemy.
"This will give us a chance to reach Lafayette
and prepare him for the enemy," said Dick to
himself, as they went on at a gal1(lp. "He may
choose to have a brush with them, do all the
damage he can, and then get away. He win not
engage Cornwallis in open fight just now, but he
will be able to do a lot of mischief the other
way and he has just the spirit for that."
Dick at length caugh t up with the main troop,
and then th~y "'ent on less rapidly till they
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reached the camp of the young French general.
Lafayette had heard that the enemy were advancing, but did not know that they were so
near, and decided to push on toward the Anna
River, where he thought he might meet either
·wayne or Steuben or perhaps both.
"We may be able to have a brush with these
fellows, and get the best of them, general," said
Dick. "With a larger force we shall be able to
do better than with the Liberty Boys a'\one."
"There may be an opportunity for an encounter with them and to our advantage, captain,"
replied t.he general.
Toward noon they halted for a short rest, and
Dick rode ahead Gn Major to look over the country and to look for some good place where they
could meet the enemy and have the advantage.
Riding on at a brisk rate, he came at length to
a ford of the river, and began to look about him.
· A ltttle cabservation showed him that it was just
the place to meet the enemy, the fo:rd itself being
narrow, with quite deep water on each side, above
and below.
"This is .a fine place for an ambush," he declared. "A comparatively small force can hold
the enemy at bay, and do a lot of damage b esides.
It was indeed fortunate that I found this place."
The enemy might not come on at once, but at
any rate it is better to be on the other side of
the ford in case of a sudden surprise, and Dick
now rode back to acquaint Lafayette with the
discovery he had made. The general agreed with
him that the ford was a good place at which to
meet the enemy, and the entire force moved on
without delay and crossed over. When they were
in camp on the other side, a considerable number
of the Liberty Boys remaining n ear to watch it,
Dick took about a score and rode leisurely back
upon the road they had taken. At length, having passed their temporary camp, Dick halted
and listened intently. For a time he heard nothing, but at last he sai.d to Mark, who was with
~
him:
"They are comiing. They have lost no time, it
seems. They think that they are sure of catching
us as well as Lafayette, and they are coming
on with all speed."
"When they see us they will think that they
are sure of their prey, no doubt," Mark replied.
"Yes, and that is what I want them to think,"
shortly.
The boys waited in the road till the sound of
the oncoming enemy was quite distinct, and then
turned and went on slowly as if worn out. At
last they seemed to suddenly espy the redcoats,
and went ahead at a gallop. . The British set up
a shout, for they thought they had come upon
the main body of the Liberty Boys and meant to
capture them. The boys were not as exh austed
as they seemed, and led the redcoats a pretty
chase, keeping straight on toward the ford.
CO'!"nwallis swept through the site of the abandoned camp, considering that it had been given
up in a hurry, and that he was right up on the
hee'ls of the "boy," as he slightingl y called Lafayette. Dick and his gallant boys ,Jed them a
good chase, laughing at the trick they would
play upon them in a short time. . On came the
redcoats in full force, never doubting that they
would soon catch Ull with L afayette and either

capture him or administer a defeat from which
he would not soon recover.
Reaching the ford purposely not far in advance
of the enemy, the boys crossed over in great
haste. The enemy p roceeded to follow, but could
not send a large force across at a time on account of its narrowness. All at once while they
were in mid stream, a much larger force of the
Liberty Boys than they had before seen suddenly
appeared and opened fire. Then still others appeared, many o1 them riding into the stream
and pouring a steady fire upon them. Then the
plucky fellows spread themselves along shore, and
poured a hot cross-fire upon the too-confident
redcoats, making many a break in their ranks.
Dick led the detachment in the water, and was
a 1Jrominent figure, encouraging the boys by
voice and act, and cheering them on by force of
example. It was not going to be such an easy
matter to gobble up the Liberty Boys as the
enemy had supposed, and they saw that it wou~
be still more difficult when the daring lads were
reinforced by a considerable force sent by Lafayette.
- Cornwallis persisted in trying to get over, but
at length when a number of his men had been
caught in the swift current of the deeper water,
and were swept away, and he saw the gaps that
the determined b-Oys were making in his ranks,
he seemed to think that discretion was the better
part of valor, and fell back.
"Not so easy, after all, was it, my lord?"
laughed Ilob, and the boys gave a cheer.

CHAP'fER VIL-The Strange Rider Again.
The Liberty Boys made their camp near the
ford so as to keep a watch upon the enemy, Lafayette being well back from it, but ready to
come up if he were needed.
"They may try to get over somewhere above
or below so as to get behind us,'' said Dick, "and
we must keep a watch upon them. Cornwallis is
a good general, and we must remember him."
"Others have gotten the best of him, though,"
rejoined Bob, "and we might do it."
"To be sure, but we must always remember
that he is a man of ripe experience, and must not
be over-confident."
"No, of course not, but we generally g ive our
enemies credit for all the ability they possess,
and somet;mes for a little more, so that we will
not make any mistakes."
The camp was not right on the river bank, but
some of the tents were in sight from the opposite shore, an arrangement which Dick had purposely made when he had located the camp. In
case the boys wished to fall back for any reason,
the camp could be left in apparently the same
condition as it was at the beginning-, and the
enemy would not suspect that any change had
been made. It might be necessary for them to
get away quietly, and, with this arrangement, it
could be done without the redcoats knowing anything of it. After a time bick took Major and
rode along the river, but not in sight of it, in
order to see if the enemy were making any move,
it being suspected that they might attempt to
get around to the rear and cut off the boys' re-
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treat. He was passing through a wood where
"I fired at the ,s py, btit seemed to make no
the shadows were quite deep, the trees forming more impression than if I had fired in the air.
a complete arch· above the nal'l'Ow bridle path, That fellow possesses the most astonishing ~gil
when the straJlge ' figure ' he 'h ad seen so often iity. He is here, there and everywhere, all m a
suddenly loomed up before him.
m()ment."
The man's appearance was very sudden, for
"Well he will be nowhere, one of these days,
Dick had heard no sound of hoofs, and there was if he troubles us any more," grimly.
a straight road ahead of him for some distance.
"There are redcoats coming," said Dick. "Their
It seemed as if he were not there, and then, all leader brought them to a sudden halt."
of a sudden he was, without having come there,
"I did not know that there were i;edco~ts anyappearing on the instant, as it were, ln the place where about."
where Dick saw him. He was sitting motionless
"Come on and we may meet ·t hem."
on his horse, like a figure carved in ebony, the
The boys went ahead, and presently the redhorse being as motionless as his rider. Dick coats caught sight of the little party and halted.
knew, of course, that something had intervened
"Surrender, you rebels!" demanded one, and
between him and the man until that moment, and Dick recognized the lieute~ant whom he h.ad met
that the deep shade had something to do with before.
his not seeing him as well, but he was neverthe~
"Surrender yourselves," ~le returned. "Come
less somewhat startled at seeing him. For all on, Liberty Boys! Catch these fellows."
that, he was not taken a'back, nor was he unpreDick knew that the redcoats would fall back
pared, for in an instant he had whipped out his if there were no more behind .t hem, and this was
oistols and had a bead drawn upon the mysterious what ha~ened when the 'boys suddenly dasJ:\ed
rider.
'
ahead.
"You cannot frighten me with your theatrical
"They are merely: a scouting party," Dkk said
display," he said, as he reined in quickly. "What to himself.
•
is your business?"
The boys rushed on, and the redcoats turned
The man looked .fixedly at Dick as if he would and fled in several directions, evidently thinking
. pierce the boy with his eyes, and said nothing that there were many more of the daring young
for a few moments. Then he"suddenly uttered a fellows. Dick did not pursue them to any disshrill cry, which had great carrying power, and tance, and he did not ·think that any but a strong
came dashing down like a whirlwind, as if to party would venture in that direction. When he
bear down the young patriot. Dick fired point- saw that the redcoats were in full flight he
blank at him, but, as the report rang out the halted, and the boys then went back to the camp,
man was seen to suddenly swerve to one side, seeing nothing of the mysterious black horseman
and in another instant he went dashing past so who had so startled Dick iby his sudden appearclose to the boy that his .black cloak brushed the ance.
latter's face. Dick turned in the saddle, and, as
Dick saw Lafayette and reported the appearquick as lightning, whipped out two pistols and
fired again. Then in a moment the man was ance of the enemy on their side of the river, the
general deciding to push on toward the north
gone, and no sound of hoofs could be heard.
"That js nothing!" muttered Dick. "The path branch of the Anna River, in the hope of meetis deep with moss and dead leaves right here, and ing either Wayne or Steuben. In a short time
the troops were in motion, the Liberty Boys folI made no sound myself."
lowing in half an hour, Bob taking command, as
Then he imitated the cry of a hawk, shrill and Dick and a dozen or so Femained behind to watch
clear, which he felt sure that the boys would hear, the enemy. The tents in view from the opposite
and turned and listened. In a moment he heard side of the river were left up so as to deceive the
the distant dull tramp of horses on the ground, enemy but it was Dick's idea that if some had
and then caught the gleam of scarlet uniforms crossed farther up o!Jtei-s might do so. He therethrough, the trees, being as yet unseen by the fore sent Jack Warren to watch the upper ford,
newcomers, apparently.
and to let him know at once if the enemy came
He waited a few moments to see if he could over in any cpnsiderab1e numbers, he and his
tell if it were simply a small reconnoitering party little party watching the enemy at the ford meanor a considera:ble detachment of the enemy. The while.
path was somewhat wider farther on, and Dick
As their tents were in sight and they were still
saw three or four redcoats riding abreast, and supposed to be in camp the boys showed thembehind them one or two other .files, there being selves freely on the bank, Dick himself appearperhaps a dozen of the enemy in all.
ing now and then, as if there had been no change
"There is notliing much to be feared from them, made. Jack Warren was a very trusty boy, and
if that is all there are," he said to himself. "The could be depended on to keep a strict watch and
enemy cannot advance rapidly along this path, to report any dangerous condition of affairs withbut there may be more to the noi;:th."
out delay, having been chosen on account of the
The redcoats now halted. Then he heard some- speed of his sleek mare as well as for his own
one corning up in the direction he was himself abilities. Jack rode on toward the upper ford,
;.:oing, hearing a signal used by Bob' alone, in an- and had come in sight of it when he ·h eard some
other moment. He repeated it, and then he saw one coming through the wood on hotseback a
)3ob and half a dozen of the Liberty Boys coming little to one side of him. In a few moments the
mysterious black horseman burst upon his gaze,
on.
"Did you meet the black horseman?" he asked. coming on rapidly. He came into the p.ath a
"No; but I heard shots.
What were they little ahead of Jack, and turned suddenly as if to
about?"
fire at the boy. Jack was as quick as a flash
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ims~lf, how ver, ahlt'. was ~otii ,io be tak 1i' b ,
· surprise.
"So 'that's your game, is it, my man?" he mut, tered. "Well, two can p1ay at that game."
Then he snatched a pistol from his hols ters,
and fired at the mysterious horseman. There was
a puff of smoke, a loud report, and then the man
'f ell from his saddle into a clump of bushes close
by, the horse going oh.
"Ha! ' that's the time we winged you!" muttered Jack. "I had an idea you would catch it
one of these days."
· The;n J ack reined in, dismounted and advanced
cautiously, not knowing but that the man was
merely pl a ying a trick on him, and perhaps had
not been hurt at all. · He advanced cautiously,
keeping his eye on the man so as to detect any
act of treachery on his part in an instant. He
saw the black cloak and the bat the man wore,
and then went on carefully, pistol in hand, the
mare following close behind. As he neared the
bushes into which the man had fallen ii suddenl y
occurred to him that the mysterious per sonage
took up very little space, .and then stepped forward quickly and saw that there was no man
there at all, but only a cloak and hat.
"Well, I am stumped!" he declared, and at
that moment he saw the strange rider sud<lenly
leap upon his horse, which had now halted some
little distance away, and ride off toward the .ford.
"Well, you fooled me that time, fast enough!"
he ejaculated, "but I will be ready for you next
time."
Then he sprang into the saddle and went on ,
suddenly seeing a considerable detachment of
the enemy approaching the river on the opposite
side.
"Hallo! here the;- are at last!" he said. "Seems
-~
to be a gooodly array of them, too. I must t ell
Dick of this."
Reaching- t he ford , but keeping out of sight,
Jack watched the enemy, and saw many more of
them coming up, those he had first seen beginning to cross the stream.
"There is a lot of them," he muttered. "Many
more than there are of the Liberty Boys. Dick
must know this at once."
Then he wheeled and set-"Otf on the return a t a
gallop, stoppin g just long enough t o r eload his
pistols, a s he did not know how many he mi ght
need, and he al ways wanted to be well prepared.
He was going a t a good speed along the ·path
through the wood when he sudd enly saw the
s trange h.orseman again in front of him.
"Get out of the way, you evil thing !" he shouted, and, drawing his pistol s from the hol sters, he
fired two quick shots a s he dashed str ai gh t a t th e
black horseman.
The man dashed off to one side in a moment,
and Jack went on, firing another sh ot in t he direction th e man had taken , and lyi ng well a lon g
his mare's sleek neck. Two or three shots flew
over his head, but not one touched him , and he
went on faster than before.
"Things were ~etting hot!" he muttered. "But
I am all right still, and this evil creature has not
stopped me so far."
Then he dashed on, and, reaehing the river, told
Dick what he had seen and of his encounter with
the black horseman.

. ; ''Plle pestilent fel'low evidently thou~ht .he
would stop my getting word to you," he s!ud; "but
it would take more than a dozen black riders to
do that."
"And the enemy are crossing the upper ford,
Jack? "
"Yes, in great force. "
"Then we must leave her.e at once. Fortunately the enemy does not yet know that there are
onl y a do zen or so of us here , a nd they will go
out of their way to get over, which will give our
boys and Lafayette all the more time."
Then the bo ys left the ford quietly, giving no
clue to the redcoats on the opposite bank that
they wer e not still there. Dick and Jack were
the last to leave, and when they went away carelessly the re was no sign from the enem y opposite
that anything was suspected.
"They think that we are all here yet," laughed
Jack, "and that they are g oing to ge t a head of
us, but there is a surprise awaiting tjlem. "
"Yes," replied Dick.
And then, as they galloped on after the others,
they suddenly sa w the black horseman a little to
one side, ridin g like the wind toward t he ford ,
with the evident intention of arousing th e British
and telling them that the bo ys had gone away.
Both boys fired quickl y, but the s tra nge rider
went on with a clat"ter, and quickl y disappeared.
" Confound that fellow! He is alwa ys around
when he is not wanted!" sputtered Jack.
"Never mind, J ack," said bick quietly. "We
are well ahead of them, and at any rate we know
that they are likel y to come up behind, and so
they will not take us by surprise."
"No. that i s very true, but it makes me mad to
have that fellow come sneaking up just when we
think . everything is all right, and find th a t he
knows all about our carefully laid plans. "
"At all events, he may not defeat them, Jack,
even if he does know them. Still, he is a dangerous foe, and we mus t do all we can to defeat
.
him, clever a s he is. "
"Well, I'll do my best , and I guess the Liberty
Boys will all do the same, captain."
Before long the y heard t he drums roll and
the bugles sound in the camp across the river,
and knew t hat t heir dete rmined foe had given
the a larm.
"Come on, J ack," said D ick , an d the'.n both
,
r ode on like the wind.

CHAPTER VIIl.-Dick Captur es a Tory.
Reaching the boys who had gone ahead, Dick
hurried the m on a t goo d speed, tak ing the lead,
and foll owing the t r ail of t he main body of soldiers.
"It will be some ti me before they ca n ge t over ,"
h e declared, "ana then they don't know that t here
a r e so few of us, a nd will come on with mor e
caution, t hinking t ha t our entire body has j us t
left. "
On went t he boys, r eaching Bob and the r es t
before hearing a nything of the enemy, and even
then t hey heard no t hing to ala r m t hem. They
all went on a g allop, coming up w ith Lafa ye tte
in an hour or so, being a ble to mo ve m ore rapidly. Dick repo ~Fed having seen the enemy get-
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ting ready to come over, and gave it as his opinion that they were probably on the march at that
time, although they had seen nothing of them
since. They all pushed on for a time, and then
the Liberty Boys halted while the troops went on
for half an hour, when they made a temporary
camp, the boys acting as a rear guard to keep
watch upon the enemy. The weather was warm,
and the redcoats, heavily accoutred , were unused
to marching long distances in the heat and would
doubtless rest even before the men they were
pursuing. Dick had a temporary camp made, and
set his pickets, placing a rear guard at some little distance behind to keep a watch upon the
enemy. Before sunset he rode back over th~ road
they had come on in order to see if there · were
any signs of the redcoats. About a mile to the
south of where the rearguard was posted was a
tavern, standing at the junction orf two roads, and
here Dick determined to stop to make inquiries,
thinking that perhaps some one had come in
since they had passed who would know about the
enemy. Dismounting, Dick left Major at the
roadside, and was entering the tavern when he
heard some one in the taproom S{lY:
•
"If the redcoats are coming after them rebels,
Pete Ketchum will let 'em know which rnad to
t~ke, fast enough."
"Yes but maybe they're farther back than
what Pete thinks, and he will have to walk a
good bit before he comes up with 'em,'' some one
answered.
"Maybe so; but Pete don 't like rebels, and
he'll take any amount of trouble to get the best
on 'em."
"So one of these Tories has gone to direct the
redcoats, has he?" thought Dick. "And on foot,
too. Then I can overtake him, n o doubt. It is
too wann to walk fast, and he cannot have been
gone so long."
Then, without waiting to hear more, Dick left
the entrance hall, leaped into the saddle, and
rode on at a good pace." Riding on, he at length
saw, from a bit of rising ground, a man plodding
along the hot and dusty road, stopping now a.nd
then to wipe the perspiration from his forehead,
and at last sitting on a large stone at the roadside.
"If he sees me, he will go into the woods, and
I may not be able to catch him,'' thought Dick.
He rode to the bottom of the hill without being observed, and then entered the wood, leaving
Major behind a thick .clump of. bushes, and h!1rried forward. Reaching a pomt nearly behmd
the man on the stone, Dick heard him say to
himself:
"Huh! it's as hot as ever, an' I donno how far
off the redcoats are, an' maybe they ain't comin'
at all an' I only thought they was. Wish I'd
asked' the rebels what they was runnin' away
from, an' purtended to be a rebel myself. Then,
if the redcoats wasn't comin' I wouldn't have had
all this walk fur nothin'."
Dick went on stealthily, passed tl'ie man, and
came out upon the fellow, who had not moved
from his place.
"Hallo!" said the Tory, astonished at seeing
Dick coming from that direction. "Where mought
you be going'!"
"Oh, along here a bit," Dick answered. "You
have not seen any redcoats, have you?"
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"No, I hain't. Where's the rest o' you fellers
goin'? You want to keep out o' the way of the
,redcoats. Do you expect 'em directly? I'll stay
here and tell 'em you went the other way, if you
do. I'm a rebel myself, an' I'll keep 'em from
followin' you."
If Dick had not already known that the maR
was a Tory, he would have known it now, for no
patriot ever called him self a rebel.
"I think I'll take you with me," said Dick.
"Come, get up, you have had a long enough
rest."
"Oh, I better stay here and send the redcoats
on the wrong track,'' the m;i.n said, somewhat
taken aback.
"You don't know when they are coming,'' Dick
replied.
"Why, they're comin' on directly, aren't they?
Didn't you say they was, captain?"
"No, I did not say a word about them. I know
what you are waiting for. You think the redcoats may be along soon, and you want to tell
them which way we have gone. You are a Tory,
and you'd like to sell us out to the British."
The man looked greatly astonished, for he had
no idea how Dick had discovered his purpose
supposing no one knew it except the men at th~
tavern.
"No, I ain't. I'm a good rebel, same as you
and the other rebels,'' he protested.
"Why," you blundering idiot, don't you know
that no patriot calls himself a rebel?" Dick asked.
"I overheard your plot at the tavern, and followed you. Now you are going with me so that
you cannot do any mischief• I don't know when
the redcoats are coming, but I am not going to
run any chances by letting you stay here and
tell them which way we have' gone, so get up!"
The command was enforced by the sudden
whipping out of a pistol, and Pete Ketchum got
up in great haste.
•
"You won't have to walk all the way"
added
1
Dick, as he started the fellow on. "I have a
horse not far off. You don't have the honor of
riding a horse like mine often, you Tories don't."
Then Dick gave a peculiar call, and in a few
moments Major was seen trotting down ·the road
toward them. Dick quickly thrust his hands inside the Tory's coat, and saw that he had no
pistol_s, th~ man be;ing astonistied at the rapid
way m which the thmg was done, having no idea
what Dick was about until it was all over.
"Get up there," said the young captain and
Pete Ketchum got into the saddle, havin'g an
idea that he could dash away with Major and
leave the young patriot in the lurch. He reckoned without his host here, as he had in the
other matter, however, for he was scarcely in
the ~addle before Dick was up behind him, and
sendmg the noble creature aht:)ad at a gallop
having control of the reins, much to Pete Ketch~
urn's astonishment.
·
"You thought you'd get away from me, didn't
you?" Dick laughed. "Oh, I know what you
Tories are up t0, every time."
Pete Ketchum was greatly astonished, for Dick
had guessed hi s very thoughts. This was not so
difficult a matter, ho wever, as it was the most
natural thing for one to do under the circumstance, and just what Dick himself would have
done. It seemed wonderful to ~ man of slow wit
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like Ketchum, however, that Dick should have ~t was beginning to grow dark, he said, in an anxfathomed his thoughts, and bis admiration for ious tone:
such a master mind greatly increased with every.
"I reckon you-all has supper some time, don't
you?"
moment.
"I am not going back by the way of the tav"Are you hung-ry, Ket.chum?" asked Dick, with
ern," Dick continued. "You would want to tell a smile.
iehe men there to warn the redcoats. Now they
"I peckon I will be afore I get home, cap'n,"
think you have gone off for the redcoats, and the man returned.
they will not do any more about it, 11,ot even when
"Then .we'll have to give you something to
the redcoatS come."
eat, for it would never do to invite you to our
"Waal, I vow!" grunted the Tory, realizing camp and then let you go hungry.''
that Dick had read his thoughts again.
"Huh! that's a funny way to invite a fellerBefore reaching the tavern, Dick ' turned off put him on a hoss an' fetch him away, whether
into a little ·b y-path which led in the direction he he wants to go or not," exclaimed the Tory and
'
wished to go, and would take him out of sight the l:loys all laughed again.
Before very long two of the boys from the
of. the tavern. Even if the path led quite aiway
from the tavern he could easily ,get back to the army camp came with a goodly supply of food
other without being seen. Ketchum did not say for the rest, and the TOO'y was not allowed to go
any more, being convinced now that he was no hungry, being given all that he wanted. There
match for Dick. They rode on past the tavern, was no s ign of the enemy 1ls yet, and Dick conand finally into the road beyond it, and so on to cluded that they had halted, and would not come
the point where the rear guard was stationed, the on that night. He determined to keep a strict
people in the tavern having no idea but that Pj!te watch, however, and when it was quite dark he
Ketchum was still waiting for the redcoatt to set out toward the tavern on Major to see if
come along. The boys were greatly surprised to · th~e was anytping to be learned of them. It
s ee Dick come in with a stranger in the saddle, grew lighter a s he rode on, and soon the moon
and knew at once that he had had some adven- ~rose, and as. 'he came o~t u'.pon an open space
m the road it shone brightly across his path,
ture.
"This is Pete Ketchum," he said, as he made and then, aU of a sudden he beheled the ·black
the man get down. "He has an idea that he is a ho1·seman, the man seeming to have come from
very clever fellow, or at least he had that not~n, nowhere in an instant. '
Die~ then noticed a clump of bushes by the
but I think he has somewhat gotten over it. You
don't think you are half as smart as you did, do roadside, and knew .that the mysterious rider had
come out from behind tJhis as he came on. The
you, Pete?"
"No, by durn, I <J&n't," replied the Tory, with young captain whipped out a pistol, but a mothe greatest promptness. "You're about thei ment later the other dashed away, uttering a
slickest young fellow I ever see. Goshi you're shrill cry. Before the sound ceased to echo from
a reg'lar mind-reader, you are. 'Pears ter me the distant hills, Dick heard the clatter of many
you know what a feller's-·-&.inkin' en soon's he hoofs, and in another moment a score and more
redcoat~ came s"'.'eeping_around a ben_d and . chargdoes it his self."
· •,
ei! straight at hun. · Dick wheeled hke lightning
The boys all laughed, for they could see by and dashed away, being recognized by'tlhe enemy
the man's face that he was not quick-witted.
at once.
·
"What are you going to do with the man, cap"Stop the r ebel!" they cried, and then a shower
tain?" asked Jack seriously. "Hang him?"
of bullets came flying toward him, and only that
Jack knew that Dick .would not do that, but he he had suddenly changed his course, he would
wanted .to have a little fun at the Tory's ex- have beeri hit.
pense.
Then he swept on, the redcoat s following at
"Gosh! don't do that, cap'n!" the man ejacu- full speed.
lated, all of a tremble. "I hain't done nothin' ! I
wasn't lfoin' to tell the redcoats nothin', I shorely
wasn't.'
CHAPTER IX.-The Strange Ride1· in Peril.
"No, you are not worth hanging, Pete," said
Dick, and all the boys laughed again.
Now on this side of tlhe road and now on that
"What be you goin' to do with me, then, cap'n ?" Dick
went on, greatly puzzling the enemy, wh~
asked the Tory.
seemed to know where he would be next
"Keep you from doing any mischief, Pete," never
all their shots flying wild, while the young pa~
replied Dick. "We might put you in the rear- triot
raced· on, gaining on them every moment
guard and let the redcoats fire at you when they . "After.
him!" he heard the bla<!k horseman ~ry
come up. You will make a pretty good target, m
a shnll tone. "The young rebel is alone!" .
being somewhat stout."
Dick knew that the boys would hear the firing,
"My sakes, cap'n, don't do that!" pleaded and
come to see...what it meant, but he knew also
Ketchum, takinf, the thing seriously. "I've got that he could distance the redcoats, and so 'had
a wife an' fam ly home, what are dependin' on no fear of oeing captured unless some unforeseen
me."
accident ocouri·ed. On rede the redcoats at full
The'·boys laughed again, and Dick said:
speed, hoping to catch him, now and then firing
"We won't hurt you, Ketchum; but we are go- a shot, more to alarm him than with any idea of
.i ng to keep you for a little while till there is no hitting him, for lhe seemed to ibe bullet-proof. As
danger of your telling the redcoats where we are, Dick expected, the sound of the shots was heard
that. is all."
1 by the boys, who suspected that Dick was in danThe Tor:v seemed s8.;tis.fied at this, and now, as ger, and came on to see what had happene1'
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He heard them coming at length, and uttered
a shrill call which they well knew and whiah sent
them flying on all the faster. Dick saw them
coming at last and wheeled, crying in a loud, clear
voice:
"Now, then, Liberty Boys, give it to the redcoats!"
"Don't be afraid, there are only half a dozen of
them!" cried the black horseman. "You can capture all of them."
There were more of the boys than tlhat in the
rearguard, and Bob had sent some to get instructions from Dick, and these had just a r r ived when
the rest were setting out. T.he strang e rider soon
discovered the mistake he had made, and rode off
at a gallop, an example vvhich the r edcoats were
quickly forced to follow or be captured. Frnm
pursuers they quickly became J?Ursue(l, and many
took to the woods to escape capture, the others
dashing down tihe road at full speed. Dick cared
more about catching the black horseman than
any one else, and when he saw that the man had
disappeared, he abandoned the pursuit.
"He will come prowling about our camp later,"
said Dick, "and then we must catch him. He
cannot seem to keep away from us, and if we
keep a sharp watch we will catch him before he
knows it."
The boys then rode back, going on as far as
the camp of the main division, which had been
moved forward some little distance. Dick remained with the rearguard, a number of rude
shacks being put up for the accommodations of
the boys, and a fire being lighted for their comfort, as it was cool in the evening. The fire was
so sheltered that the light from it was not seen
to any distance, and so would not attract the
enemy.
Among the boys compri sing tlhe rearguard were
Jack, Ben, the two H arrys, and Sam, and these
were gathered about the fire when it grew late,
Dick being in one of the shacks and the other boys
being in theirs or asleep a little away from the
fire. The moon shone brightly, but the boys .were
in a little wood, where it was quite dark, but
from which they could look out upon tihe road
and see the enemy if they approached.
"There is something strange about th~ black
horseman," muttered Jack. "You would think he
would come up quietly and then get away so as
not to be seen, but h e always comes out with a
dash and a display like an actor. at a playhouse."
"And some day he will be more than hissed
from the stage," laughed Ben.
"Yes; his comedy will grow tragic," declared
Sam. "I don't think he is right in his head myself. If he were, he would not act as he does."
"I shouldn't wonder if he were an actor all
the time," added Jack. "lle seems like one, and
not like a sensible person."
"Can't an actor be sensible?-" asked Ben.
"Yes, of couMe; but a sensible person _is not
acting all the time, as this fellow seemes to be."
The boys presently ceased talking, but kept a
watch just the same, not knowing when an enemy
might appear. It was quite late, and Dick was
asleep, when he awoke without any apparent reason, and listened to see if there ..were any sound
that might have aroused him, but heard nothing.
Then he arose and looked out, being in the shadow and not visible to any -One in the camp. Pres-
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enily he heard a cautious footstep, so light that
the boys at the fire were not aroused by it. He
said nothing, but listened again, and heard the
ster> a Recon d time, but now stealing quietly away
instead of approaching the camp . Dick left the
shack without making the slightest noise, keeping
in the shadow so as not to be observed, and making his way back of the hut and along the edge
of the wood. Listening intently, he heard the
footsteps stealing away more rapidly than before, and followed t:hem noiselessly. He at length
came to the edge of the wood, where the moonlight was bright, and here he saw the strange
rider, now on foot, making his way steal t hily
along on the edge of the road, turning hi s head to
listen. Dick kept along the edge of the wood,
with his eye on the mysterious stra nger, but
making not the slightest sound. He was in the
shade and could see distinctly wit h out being
seen, the moonlight falling full up on the spy,
but not upon himself. The man was ma'.d r. g his
way quietly away from the camp, but seemed to
be listening as if he expected some one from the
other direction . Then he suddenly paused and
semed to be listening more attentively. Then
Dick suddenly shot out and seized him by the
throat with one hand, while he tore away his
mask with the other. For an instant only he felt
a strange dread seized him, for h e beheld not a
human face, but a grinning skull.
"Pshaw! another mask!" he said, and he tore
this away, revealing an evil face, and one black
with hate and rage.
The spy struck at him and tried to draw a pistol, but Dick struck his hand down and then gave
a sharp whistle.
"This way, boys!" he cried, and in another moment Ben and the two Harrys came dashin g forward.
The spy tried to slip out of his cloak and leaVf'
it in Dick's grasp, but the J<>Ung captain was
too quick for him and seized his wrist. Then the
three boys came rmming up, and Dick said:
"I've got the black horseman, boys. He is not
a handsome fellow, is he?"
The man, taken prisoner, Dick now rele<J.sing
his grip on the fellow's throat, suddenly let out
a hoarse cry, as if calling some one. Hurried
footsteps were heard, and then a number of redcoats appeared in the moonlit road. Dick gave
another whistle, and-more of the boys came hurr ying forward, muskets in hand. Then still more
came up, filling the road.
"Put this fe llow in front, that the redcoats
m ay have a target," said Dick. "How many of
them are there, my strange gentleman?"
There did not seem to be many, for they halted at sight of the Liberty Boys and seemed undecided whetlrer to come on or not. Dick fell
back with Ben and Harry Judson, holding firmly
to the black horseman.
"You fellows had better retire,~ he said, feeling
sure that there were no m.pre, "and don't try to
get the best of us, for there are more of us within call. We don't care much about you, having
secured this fellow, whom we have been trying to
catch for some time."
"Fire!" hissed· the spy. "Never mind if you
do hit me. That is better than being hanged."
The redcoats seemed unW:illing to do so, however, evidently fearing that they would brinl!: the
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"Could it be possible, Dick?" asked Bob, in a
boys' fire upon themselves, and not caring to risk
it. The boys fell back, keeping the spy !n front whisper.
"Yes; but it seldom happens twice," grimly.
of them, so that any shots the enemy might fire
would hit him first, while the redcoats began to
fall back themselv~ and quite rapidly. Then
Dick and the boys hurried on, mounted their
horses, taking the spy with, th~m, his horse not CHAf'.TER fC:.-Getting the Best of the Sergeant.
having appeared. The ma_n s p1st:ols v:ere taken
"How could it happen, Dick?" asked Bob.
frQm him, and his hand~ ~1ed beh~nd h1_m ~ pre"The man's neck was not broken, and he was
vent his escape, Ben s1ttmg behmd him m the
resuscitated. The rope caused ' a coagulation of
saddle.
The spy said n1>thing, but every now and then blood, and left the mark you see. That may
he gave one or another of_ the ~ys a look of the never go away as long as he lives."
It ,'vas a disagreeable duty the Liberty Boys
most intense hatred. Dick did not see these
had to perform,·and Dick very seldom asked them
baleful glances, but Sam said wi~h a laugh:
"There is no use of your lookmg so pleasant, to do it, but there were times when it became
Mr. Rider, for we are not chil1i-en to be fri_ght- necessary, and this was one of them. The end
ened by sour looks, and it wont do you a bit of of the rope was thrown over the limb of a tree,
and then one of the boys advanced to put the
good."
.
noose about the prisoner's neck. At
instant
"You are not particularly handsome to begm there was a sudden clatter of hoofs,that
the sound
with" 'continued Ben "and I don't think it will of 'firing, and a loud alarm.
impr~ve you any, and: besides, it is very silly and
"The redcoattl!" was heard, and then there was
doos us no harm."
firing and a flashing of lights in the woods.
"I SUP.pose you think you have me now?" the more
All of a sudden the mysterious prisoner broke
man snarled.
away from the startled boys, and, bound as he
"Well, it looks like it," shortly.
was, dashed into the woods. Q~ick shots were
"What will you take-how much money, I mean fired at him, but none seemed to take effect, as
-to let me escape?"
.
the man could be heard running for some few
"If ·you say that again, I'll choke you!" hissed moments afterward. There was no time to attend
Ben. "How low an estimate of us have you? to him, however, as the outposts seemed to have
Do you think we are as mean as yourself?"
been attacked, and the enemy must be driven
"Gag him if he talks, Ben," said Dick quietly. back. The boys speedily rallied 1lnder the lead
The boys rode on, and at last came to the of Dick Slater, and went to the aid of their comcamp, where Bob and- the othe.rs w!lre verY: much rades, torches blazing, drums beating, muskets
astonished to see them come m with a pnsoner. rattling, and a tremendous din going on. There
was not a large force of the redcoats, and these
"Who is that, Dick?" asked Bob.
"The black horseman. I don't know his name. had evidently thought to surprise the boys and
We caught him spying upon our camp and cap- throw them into confusion. They had not done
this, but they had caused the escape of the pristured him."
"The captain did, not we," laughed Ben. "We oner, for, when the boys came back to the camp,
never heard a sound till we heard the captain's there was nothing to be seen of him.
"It would look as if that alarm were gotten up
whistle, and found that he had this fellow in his
for his especial benefit,'' declared Dick to Bob,
grasp."
of course they could not have known any"What are you going to do with him, Dick?" "but
thing about our having him."
asked Bob.
"It was lucky for him, though," answered Bob.
"Find out all he has to tell, and then hang him.
He is too dangerous an enemy to allow to be at "I suppose he will get to them somehow, and
they will release him. That was a narrow eslarge."
The man glared savagely at Dick, who con- cape, and it is likely that he will keep away from
us after this."
tinued:
"Or at any rate not be caught. Still, he did
"Get a rope, Bob. We cannot waste any time not suspect
that he was in danger, all being so
on a fellow like this."
still in'our camp."
· Bob sent two of the boys for a rope, and Ben
"No, but he will know now that you are always
and the two Hanys led the captured spy beneath wide awake,
and that it is not safe to approach
a tree where the firelight shone full upon him. so close
to your tent."
While' the two Harrys held him, Ben loosened his
nor to yours, either, Bob," with a smile.
shirt collar and turned it back. Then a startled "I "No,
think you would have been on the lookout as
expression burst from him, and he stepped back,
well as myself. We seem to have a sense of
his hands trembling violently.
danger at such times which makes us more than
"Jove! look at that!" he exclaimed.
. usually on the alet"t."
The boys nearest" t1> the spy saw a blood-red
"Yes, I suppose we do," tho~htfully. "You ,
mark encircling his n~ck, coming up close to the are that way, at all events."
left ear. It was a mark made .by a rope, appar"Yes, and so are many of the boys. Well, I
ently, and could never be erased.
am just as glad we did not have to hang the fel'"Ha! that alarms ~· ou, does it?" the man low, although it is my belief that he will come
laughed. "Yes, that is the mark of a rope. I to it one of ,these days."
have been hanged once, so you see I am used to
"I shouldn't wonder," tersely.
it,'' and the man laughed as if it were the funThe Libe1-ty Boys moved up quietly in an hour
niest thing in the world.
or so, a~~ took a position adjacent to that of the
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main body, all going on in the early mornin~" the
general wishing to keep ahe.ad of Cornwallis for
~ time.
They went on rapidly for some hours,
and at length encamped on the farther side of a
little river where there was a difficult ford, the
patriots h~ving gotten over a~ the best _Point _on
account of having an expenenced guide with
them.
The boys encamped in sight of th_e river, but
not on it and away from the ford, bemg near another which was quite dangerous, being very narrow, the water deepening suddenly on. ea<'.h side
without warning. The boys had their dmners,
and then Dick set out on .Major to see if there
were any signs of the enemy. He did not go by
the road they had come, but took another, thinking that there mi&"ht be. redcoats o~ ~hat, and
wishing to determme this. A~te1• ndmg . some
little distance, he saw a log cabm by the side of
the road and would have gone by, but two girls
came suddenly running to the door and called to
him.
"Captain, come in!" they cried.
.
.
Then he recognized them as the twm sisters of
Tom Truman, drew rein, and dismounted.
"I am very glad to see you,'' he said. "Is Tom
here?"
"No· we came alone on a visit,'' said one. "We
were i/ery much surpi-ised to see you going past:"
A middle-aged woman now came out and srud
cordially:
"Won't you come in, captain? I've heard the
girls talk a lot about you since they've been
here. I'm their aunt. Are you around here?"
"Yes a few miles off. I have come to see if
there ~ere any redcoats about. Have you seen
any?"
"No , we hav~ not."
"We have haa several brushes with them, and
I thought they might be on this road. They would
know that we would be looking for them on the
other, and so they might take tl;is."
. ,,
"We have not seen any. Wont you come m?
"I suppose I might, for a few minutes.,'' pleasantly. "I will leave Major behind the house, and
then, if any one comes along, they will not see
him. It is best to be on the safe side always."
"Yes, so it is."
Dick left Major at the back of the house, and
then entered, passing through the kitchen to the
Jiving room in front. They all sat down and began to talk, Dick noticing the arrangement of
the room in a moment. There was a tall clock
reaching nearly to the ceiling in one corner, a
chest of drawers in another, and a long, low oak
chest used as a lounge at one side. Opposite this
was the door of a closet, and in the middle of
the room a table, which the woman of the house
now proceeded to set.
"Don't get anything for me, ma'am," said Dick,
smiling. "I have just had my breakfast, you
might say."
"We had ours long ago," laughed one of the
girls. "You don't mind our having a bite?"
"Why, no, indeed! Go ahead, and- Jove!
Those fellows came up pretty quiet!"
·What had caused this exclamation was the
sudden sight of a number of redcoats in the
road . .rr'hey were on foot, and had come up so
noiselessly that Dick had not known of them till
he suddenly saw them outside. They saw him
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through the window, and at once set up a shout
and dashed toward the house. Dick looked
around, threw open the door of the closet, and
went in, closing tne door behind him.
'"8unound the cabin; don't let the fellow get
away!" one of the redcoats shouted.
In a few moments he <illd three or four soldiers entered without ceremony.
"Where have you hidden the rebel?" he demanded. "We saw him here, so there is no need
denying it."
"Couldn't you have knocked?" asked one of
the g-irls. "You are very unceremonious, it seems
to me."
"By George, I have seen you before, Ill)' lady,"
said tl!e sergeant.
"Well, that is my misfortune, and not your
fault," was the reply.
"We would like to see you fixed as you \\·ere
at our house," said the other, who now remembered the sergeant.
"By George, but you are pretty girl s, only I
can't tell one from the other. I shall have to
kiss you both."
Th.en he went to seize the girl neare3t, and got
a stinging box on the ear for his pain s.
"Nobody asked you, sir!" the girl cried.
"Jove! but you're a spitfire!" ejaculated the
sergeant. "Ay, why didn't I think of it? The
rebel we saw is Slater himself. I s not that so,
my muscular beauty?"
"You may spare your cclnpliments, sir," said
the woman. "There are no tebels in this house."
"Was not that Dick Simer whom I saw
through the window?"
"Whoever it was you saw, or whether you ~aw
any one, he was no rebel. We do not .know any
rebels."
"V{ell, it \\'as Slater, all the same,'' with a grin
of satisfac.tion. "Come out, Slater! You are in
the closet. We saw you go in."
This was not so, but there was a dusty footprint just in front of the clo,set door, and the
sergeaDt jumped at conclu sions. There was no
answer, and the sergeant continued:
"Take aim at that door, men. Now, then,
Slater, are you coming out before I drag you
out?"
There was still no answer, and the sergeant
said savagely:
"You are as good to me dead as alive. Are you
coming out?"
There was no answer.
"Fire!" cried the officer, and the two girls grew
deathly faint in a moment.
·
There was a scattering volley, fired straight at
the closet door. Bullets pierced it in several
places, and the lock was shattered. Still there
was no sound from the place, and the girls we1·e
in a fever of apprehension.
"You have very little regard for my property,
I must declare!" the woman said angrily. "Why
don't you smash the clock and the chest and
drawers and the bed chest? You have not done
anything to speak of."
"That's an idea!" cried the sergeant. "Look in
the clock, Fordyce, and in the chest, Chalcott."
Then the sergeant opened the closet door, half
expecting to see the dead body of Dick Slater fall
out. Nothing of the sort happened, the place
being empty. The woman of the cabin pushed the
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sergeant inside, and stood ag ainst t he door, a nd
the two git·!s dvmped Chalcot t in t o the chest and
shut down the ]id on him. Then, to the sudden
surprise of the rest, Dick Slater suddenly came
in by another door, a nd, leveling his pistol s at
them, said sternly:"Throw up yo ur hands ! Girls, shut one in the
clock and the other in the chest. It will hold
them both. T ake away their pistols first."
.The girls quickl y obeyed, di sarming the men,
an d forcin g one to get int o the long chest, while
another entered t he clock.
"I guess you can put t he other in with the sergeant," laughed Dick. "Open the do or, please."
The woman opened the door, and as the sergean t tried to get out took away his pistols and
shoved him back aga in.
"By George, Slater!" he exclaimed. "You must
have a s many Jives as a cat."
Both men were forced into the closet, and Dick
and the woman put the chest of drawers again st
th e door to hold it.
"Can 't they get out on the other side?" she
asked, in a low tone.
"No, for I Jocked the do or into the kitchen. "

CHAPTER XL-Lively Times at the Ford.
"ls there another door to the closet? " asked
both girls, who had been wondering how Dick had
escaped death.
"Yes, I noticed it when I came th:r:ough the
kitchen. Then when I saw the closet her e I
knew it must be the same, and I gave your aunt
a quick glance, which she answer ed with as quick
a nod."
"Well, I declare!" exclaimed one.
"And we thought that you would be killed, " sai d
,
the other.
"We must get the rest of them," added Dick.
•
"There is a cellar?"
"Yes."
"Very good. Come below with me, m a'am. You
stay here and watch the r edcoats, girl s. If they
make any frouble, use ~h e ir own pist ols on them
to keep them quiet."
The woman then showed the young captain
into the cellar. In a few moments the door leading outside was opened cautiously, and the woman said:
"This way, captain; there is no one in sight
here. "
The redcoats on guard outside heard thi s, as it
was intended they should hear it, and all m ade a
dash for the cellar door. Grabbing one and then
another by the collars and throwing them to the
ground, Dick and the sturdy housewif e secured
four redcoats, the men being unable to see af ter
coming out of the light, and being easily overpowered. Two were thrown into a bin meant to
contain potatoes, and two more were put into a
butt for rain water, which just at that time was
empty.
"I think you'll keep for a time," laughed Dick.
"It was not such an easy matter to catch the
'rebel' as you supposed it would be, was it?"
"But you surely haven't captured the sergeant
"
,
and all the rest?"
"
"Oh, yes., we have," shortly. ,•

"But ther e was a volley. Wh at w a s that?"
"You r co mr ades di scharging their muskets so
that it would be easier for us t o take them ," with
a laugh.
"Yes, but-- "
" \Ne ha\'e no time to explain now, m y man,"
and Dick put do wn t he cover of the butt and
fa stened it.
At t imes a pipe r an fr om th e roof into the
butt, th is bein g p la ced in an outside butt a t t hat
t ime , however. Dick and the wom an now wen t
up to the li ving room, wh ere the men in t he
chest wet·e making a vigorous prote:;;t against
being k ep t there any longer , decl aring that they
would st ifl e.
"Well, you would have served me w-0rse than
that," r eplied D ick , "a nd I gu es~ } ou will have to
stan<l it a littl e longer."
H e did Jet the sergeant out, however, his fac e
bein g a s red a s hi s coat by thi s time, an d said :
"It ma y help you t o answer a few ques tions.
Where are your horses-you did no t come on
foot?"
"We left t hem clown the roa d a short distance."
" With any one to j!Uard them ?"
"No. We heard you coming, and came up to
see who it was."
"Wher e is t he rest of your detachm ent? "
"Below, three or four miles."
"You were out scouting?"
"Yes. "
"'And thought y ou had me. W ell , you see,
there is man y a slip."
"I don 't see how you escaped. The closet is
~ narrow and not deep."
"There is a110ther door throu gh into the kitchen , ·which I locked. I s the black horseman with
your fo r ce?"
"I have not seen him."
"He is a s py in your service?"
"Yes, h e is, and he has been ma ny things. A
strolling player, a mountebank, a gypsy, and
other thing s. "
"That ex plains much that is strange about him.
He was hanged once--did you know?"
"N-0, I did not; but I knew he had a s man y
lives a s a cat."
"That is all I want to know, sergea nt. I won't
put you back in the cupboard, but I shall have
to tie you up. May I have a rope? "
The woman of the house got a stout rope and
the ser geant was tied into a stout chair where
he could not help himself. The men in the closet,
hot, limp and . thoroughly disgusted, were let out
and ti~ in similar fashion to the sergeant.
"Well, I think I will ride over to the camp and
t ell the general about your force s a nd then bring
some boys to take you awa:-· " <leclared Dick.
"Don't · get to misbehaving, se1·..,, _., 1t, while I am
gone."
First, however, Dick went after the horses, and
brought them to the cabin, tethering them behind the house. Then he rode off at good speed,
and arriving at the camp, greatly surprised the
boys by the news he brought.
"I wish we might have been with you, Dick;"
declared Bob.
"Yes, but then we would not have captured the
redcoats, as they w.ould have seen us and ridden
away,",.. :with a Jaµgh.
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Dick then took Bob and twenty of the Liberty
Boys, and set out for the cabin, relating his adventures on the way. When they got to the cabin
they found the prisoners all safe, but very uncomfortable, some of them, and very angry in the
bargain.
.
The men were brought out and put on their
own horses with a guard of the Liberty Boys in
front and behind, and the whole party was setting out when Dick heard a clatter of hoofs.
"The redcoats are coming, boys," he _,said. "We
were none too soon in getting away."
Then they went on a gallop, and Dick, looking
back, saw a number of the enemy coming on at
~ a lively gait. They saw the boys and gave chase,
but the gallant · fellows were well mounted, and
rode well, and the enemy could not catch them.
On they went, greatly to th~ chagrin of the sergeant and the others, who could see their friends
coming on, and yet oould not get to them. The
boys rode on at a gallop, and shortly left the
redcoats out of sight, the enemy being afraid to
follow too far f9r fear of falling into some trap.
Dick got the prisoners safely over the ford,
and then sent them on to Lafayette who, in the
meantime, had been joined by Wayne and a considerable force. Dick was glad to hear this, for
he knew that if Cornwallis now came up they
would be better able to meet him than before.
"They may come on," he remarked to Bob, "and
it will be well not to -let them know that we have
received reinforcements, so as to let them attack
us."
,{And get a o-ood thrashing," with a laugh.
"They will if that meddler the black horseman
does not come around. He will be careful not to
approach too near us, after his last experience,
but we do not want him about, as he will be
sure to tell the enemy and then we may not have
the chance to fight them, as Cornwallis will be
cautious when he knows that Wayne has joined
Lafayette."
The prisoners having been turned over to Lafayette, and the young general now knowing that
there was some· chance of the enemy following
them he now drew closer to the ford so as to
· surp;ise them, and give the boasting Cornwallis
the thrashing he expected to give his gallant
young foe. The boys were on the watch for the
enemy, but kept out of sight so as to lead them
on, and then spring a surprise upon them. In
the afternoon Dick took a number of the boys
over the ford, and set off in the direction he
thought the enemy would come, taking care not
to ·be seen, however. After a time he heard some
sort of disturbance below him, and then some
boys came riding up in great alarm, and, seeing
Dick, who had come out upon the road, one of
them said excitedly:
·
"There's a lot o' redcoats runnin' off our bosses
and critters, and we want 'em stopped.''
"'-All right, my boy," wa(the quick reply. "Ride
back , J ack, and bring up the Liberty Boys. We
mus t get after these marauders as soon as we
can."
Jack was off like a shot in a moment, and then
Dick rode on with the rest, judging that a show
·of resistance would have some effect on the redcoats.
"This looks like Tarleton's work." Dick said to
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himself. "He generally has charge when there
are any depredations going on."
Then he rode on with his little force, and shortly came in sight of the enemy: With a rush the
bt·ave bo.ys swept down upon the redcoats, who
seemed to think that there was at least a regiment ' of them, never dreaming that the boys
would attack a force superior to their own. Dick
had done this often, however, the very audacity
of the move usually fnsuring its success. Dick
recognized the fopaging party as a part of Tarleton's division, their uniforms being somewhat
different from those of t.he regulars.
"Down with the Butcher! Drive out the redcoats!" he shou.tecl, and the brave boys joined in
with a hearty cheer as they charged the enemy.
The redcoats, thinking there was a laI>ge force ,
fell back, and now the settlers joined the boys,
and with rifles, muskets, flintlocks and shotguns
began to pour a deadly fire upon the foe. They
needed just the encouragement that the Liberty
Boys could give them, and now more joined in
the fray. The boys drove off the horses and
cattle that the enemy were about to drive off, and
then, being joined by more settlers and the main
troop of the Libertr Boys, advanced upon the
redcoats so as to 'prevent any further depredations.
The redcoats had rallied, seeing that there were
only a handful of Liberty Boys and some undisciplined farmers, but now the rest of the troop
came up, and the enemy found that they had
more to handle than they thought. They fell
back, and the boys pursued them farther, preventing any more cattle being run off. The raiders went away, but Dick had an idea that others
would come up, and they fell back toward the
ford. He was right, for Cornwallis brought up
his forces and attempted to cross the ford, but
was met by the combined forces of the patriots,
who prevented him from carrying out his purpose. Seeing that Lafayette had been joined by
Wayne and was likely to receive still more reinforcements, Cornwallis withdrew, and the patriots remained on their side of the ford, watching him.
The British commander had not been able to
get the best of the ·young French general, as he
had hoped, and there wa s a prospect that he
would go elsewhere, and the patriots wished to
be ready to follow him up and harass him all
they could, a s well as prevent him from ·committing depredations. That night the British encamped some distance below the ford, and in the
morning they were in the same position, but
evidenly making no move, as Dick learned from
some scouts that he sent out.
Later in the morning Dick, with Bob and a
few of the Liberty Boys, advanced cautiously toward the enemy's camp, to see if there was any
other move contemplated. Then, of a sudden, as
they were going· along a road, bordered on each
side by thi ck trees, they suddenly came upon the
black hol'seman.

-·--

CHAPTER Xll.-The Last of the Spy.
The instant that the spy saw the boys he
wheeled and dashed ofl:' in the di«'ection of the
redcoats' camp, but Dick, suspecting that he
meant to lead them into some tra v. shot ahead sc
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a s to get by him. Major was a much fa ster animal than the one ridden by the black rider, and
Dick soon shot ahead of him. Then Jack Warren
came on flying, Bob having ordered him to do so,
and the spy saw that he was likely to be cut off.
Jack passed him, and then halted with Dick, both
boys blocking the road so a s to prevent the spy
from going on. Bob was coming on with Ben
and the t wO' H arr ys, and the spy was in danger of
being cornered. There was an opening in the
woods at one point, and the mysterious spy now
dashed into it, evidently hoping to get away from
his persistent pursuers somehow. Bob was the
nearest to this point, and he followed in a moment, the rest coming up and joining in the- pursuit. For a time the path was good, but it shortly grew very rough and unfit for horses, and the
spy aban~oned his, and plunged into the deepest
part of the woods, making his way toward a chain
of hills at some little di stance. The boys dismounted, leaving their horses in charge of Ben,
Sam, and another and hurried after the fu gitive.
At intervals they caught sight of the man hurrying on and doing his best to throw them off the
track, but the y pursued him so hotly that he
seemed unable to do it.
He had thrown a side his black cloak early in
the chase, and cast a side his hat and coat a little
later, as it impeded him in bis efforts. On
they went into the thick wood, Dick leading, and
graduall y gaining upon the others. He caught up
the trail at one point, where for a moment he
was about to turn in the wrong direction, being
deceived for an instant by a bear track. A few
shreds of cloth torn from the man 's dding
breech es showed him his mistake, and he took up
the right trail, which struck off at a sharp angle
from the other. H;e hurried on, and shortly
caught a fleeting glimpse of the fugitive for an
instant. He saw the spy climbing some rocks,
and hurried on, the man firing a hasty shot at him
which whizzed some inches above his head. There
was just enough trail for Dick to follow, for the
man left few tracks here, but they were sufficient,
and Dick went on, reaching the top of a rocky
bluff along which the trail ran. He saw nothing
of· the fellow. but all of a sudden the man leaped
out from bel?,ind a: great boulder and s prang at
him. Dick heard th_e sound, and was ready, and
instead of being seized by the spy, Dick seized
him instead.
"I am going to throw you down there, Dick
Slater!" the man hissed, and Dick saw a look of
fiendish hate come into his face.
"You are not," replied Dick, with determination. "I am going to take you back with me. "
The man tried to seize Dick to drag him to the
edge of the bluff that both might go pitching
over, being now utterly reckless and caring
nothing what became of himself so long a s he
might kill Dick. Dick held him off, howe ver, and
tried to drag him away, but at last the fellow
secured a hold and both surged dangerously n ear
to the edge of the precipice. Then a stone near
the edge gave way and th1\ syp fell over, carrying
Dick with him. A stunted tree growing out of a
cl eft some ten feet down caught them, but a part
of it broke, and at the same moment the spy lost
his hold upon. Dick and went hurtling down into
the abyss. The tree caught Dick and held him,
and he drew himself upon a narrow ledge where

it had root, and looked about him. The top of
the stunted tree did not reach as . high as the
·l edge, and it was not strong enough for him to
climb high enough to reach up and draw himself
over the edge.
But just then Bob came along,
and soon had him up.
"Where is he, Dick?" a sked Bob.
"Down there somewhere, Bob."
"Did you f all over?"
"Yes, a stone gave way. Never mind abou t it,
Bob. We are rid of a dangerous foe at last."
Presently voices were heard calling from the
woods below, and Bob answered:
"It's all ri ght, boys; we'll be down in a few
minutes," he shouted. "You don't need to come .
up!"
Dick rested a few minutes, and then said:
"I am all right, Bob. We can go down again."
"You are not hurt?"
"No, but it was a shock at first. I had a narrow escape from going down there myself."
"Well, don't say anything about it. Po you
want any help in going down?"
"No, I shall be all right now."
They finally reached the other boys, and Jack
a sked if they had captured the black horseman.
"No; but he did not escape. We will never be
troubled by him again, Jack."
The boys saw that Dick did not want to talk
about the matter just then, and they said no more
about it. They went back over the path they had
followed, and came out where they had left the
hoTSes a ·s hort time after mid-day.
"Got away, did he?" asked Ben.
" From us, yes / ' Bob replied; "but not from a
just fate."
·
Later the story all came out, the boys being
greatly interested. Nothing was ever seen of the
horse the spy had ridden, and as he never appeared again, there was little doubt that he had been
killed by the fall into the gully. His body was
never found, but as the boys knew nothing of the
man, not even his name, that was of no importance, as they would not have known to whom to
give the body if it had been found.
They were never more troubled by the mysterious black horseman, and death had defeated
one of the most dangerous foes they had ever
had.
Tarleton and Cornwallis and the other British
commanders did not remain long in the district,
and the patriots followed the earl, giving him all
the trouble they could.
The Liberty Boys remained in Virginia for
some time, and continued to make trouble for
Cornwallis, taking part in the siege and battle
of Yorktown, witnessing the surrender of the
general.
Tom Truman did not join the Liberty Boys, aa
he was hardly old enough, and his father could
not spare him from the farm.
By the time he was old enough the war was
over, but that was not the last the Liberty Boys
saw of him, or of the two girls, either.
Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AFTER THE CHEROKEES; OR,
BATTLING WITH CRUEL ENEMIES."

Will:Sonle G~itUine Money".
" Mystery Magazine" No. 9_5, out today, contains
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"Well, I know where every saloon and tough
place in Bellville is. There's a lot of gambling
going on here, too, that I'm wise to. Why, I've
'won many a h-bndred dollars here that you never
--OR-heard about, long as I've known you, Algy."
The other one listened admiringly.
VICTORIES OF TRACK AND FIELD "You're
a hot sport, Hen," he said, "but what
shall you do about the money business? What
is ymlr game? We must be careful, for Dan
_Barnett is foxey.':
By RALPH MORTON
"No, he's not," snarled Henderson. "He just
thinks he is. But there are the light of a saloon
where you can get any sort of job done, for the
(A Serial Story)
money.''
"Oh, ho!" muttered Algy.
CHAPTER IV.-( Continued.)
Henderson _stopped the horses and whistled
As she was doing this the preceptress came like a whippoorwill.
into her room.
The signal caused a door to be opened sudden"W11y, you poor child. "W11at has all this ex- ly, as a man slipped out, shuffling along the road.
citement been about? Are you cut or injured?"
"vVhat can I do for you?" said a voice. "Who
The girl denied any trouble, but the head of the _ is it knows our signal?"
school soon found out the cause of the exci~
"It's Newthwaite, from Bellville Academy,'' rement, and she was trembling with indignation.
sponded the driver of the carriage.
"I shall see that this is reported at once, and
"Well, you boys can't come in here," said the
l forbid either of those students ever coming back man, gruffly. "There has bee_n some tattling,
to this academy to call."
and you would interfere with the big game of
She went into her own private rooms an.d tele- faro that I've started.''
phoned over her special wire to the village of
"But I don't want faro; I want a couple of
Bellville, where she reported the matter to the slippery, young sneak thieves to do a job down
constable.
at the Academy.''
That worthy assured her that he would attend
"That's different," said the man. "How much
to the malicious N ewthwaite.
is there in it for me? We might come to a good
Then he mused over the matter.
agreement.''
"No, them fellows is the sons of rich fathers.
dollars
They might lose me my job, through the rich · "Of course we might. There's tofifty
break into
men's pull, which runs everything these days. I'll pay for the job. I want them
my room and rob it, and then slip down three
But I calculate I know a way I ken fix 'em."
windows from that and put some of the things
And so he did.
get away.''
He hunted up the horse and the rig which the they steal into the other room and dark
seemed
The mysterious man talking in the
liveryman always put at his dispo'sal, and down
of rascals
the road at a smart clip he took his way toward a sort of merchant,. who had all sl;>rts
for barter and trade. His voice suggested a
Bellville Academy.
temper in itself.
murderous
had
Tenson
In the meant!me Newthwaite and
"Well, no funny biz, then. Give me half paydevised a scheme which they thought would help
ment now, and I'll get the two for you. But you
out a. good deal.
"Tenny, I'll tell you how it is. You know, my mu st give them further directions.''
Henderson jumped from the carriage and
father is an old fool, even if he has got millions,
and the thing we will do is- to get a couple of hitched the horses to a bar near a trough, which
tough fellows down from _the village to work a he could dimly make out in the darkness.
"I've twenty-five with me. You will just have
little bamboozling on the old man."
"You will have to be clever, Henderson,'' an- to make your profits as you can; I don't care if
swered his companion in plotting. "Your old you only pay them ' a quarter apiece. But where
man is no fool, and remember, he threatened to shall I pay you?"
.
cut you off without a cent and put you at work
"In the saloon," said the rough man.
if you got into any more trouble at the AcadThe two followed him into the disreputable
en1y."
groggery on the edge of the town. There they
"That's just my plan,'' answered the other stu- were introduced to two slippery mannered indident. "I will be cut off without a cent, but by viduals, who seemed so dishonest that they woula
this very Dan Barnett, who thinks himself such not even look into each other's eyes.
a cutey."
. "You go to the room on the second floor, with
"In what way?"
a green light in the window, third from the end
"You shall see when we drive past Murdock's of the building on the south. That's my room.
saloon ."
You take some jewelry from the box which is
."Do you know the way? It's dark along this there, and slip down the hall, five doors to the
miserable little town, and we have bumped up .righ~, and open that door, and put in the je\vevery inch of this carriage along these poor ely-rings and necktie-pins, and all that sort of
stuff. There will be about five dollars in bills."
roads," snarled Tenson.
Newthwaite was proud of his evil knowledge,
(To be continued)
and did not try to hide the fact.
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FROM ALL POINTS
SUN'S RAYS IGNITE BED.
T hrough a flaw in the window pane a hot sun
focused its rays upon the bed on wh ich sevenmonths old Maggie Ferkovich, Benwood, W. Va.,
was sleeping. The bed was set afire and the baby
burned to death .
The fire, which started in the child's bedclothes,
was not discovered until it had gained considerable h eadway, and before it was extinguished the
house was partly destroyed.
TRAF F I C SIGNALS BY W OO DE N H AND.
The latest device to simplify t he task of the
auto truck driver is a painted woo d~n h and
which is swung from the fro nt of his mach ine at
street corners to warn other cars that he is about
•
to stop or t u rn.
" The hand comes out when t h e driver p ulls the
cord,'4 said a traffic policeman. "It's a good thing,
too, as lots of these truck drivers are too lazy to
put out their own hands in the usua l way. It's
distinctive and gives a clear signal to cars behind."
THE SPEED OF· ANIMALS.
Few know just how fast or slow they are, but
an interesting computation by scientists is design~d to throw light on the matter.
A. rid ing horse covers forty inches while walking; while at a jog trot it covers eleven feet in a
second. The two-minute J10rse, forty-four feet in
a second. The leisurely ox moves over only two
fe et a second when hitched to a wagon and about
twenty inches when attached to a plow-. The elephant, which can pull more than six horses,
moves only about four and one-half feet a second,
and running as rapidly as it can is able to travel
but eighteen feet a second.
The lion is claimed to run fa~ter than th e swiftest running horse, which is from 80 to 10.0 feet a
second, according to the country through which
it is compelled to travel.
Some claim a hare can travel at the rate of
sixty feet a second, while others claim it cannot
travel more than half that distance. All deer are
speedy animals. A roebuck has been known to
cover seventy-four feet a second when pursued
by dogs. The giraffe is said to pass over the
ground at the rate of about fifty feet a second,
while the kangaroo covers ten to fourteen feet a
second. A tortoise five inches long makes about
a half-inch in a second.
WATER FROM BEA VER DAM SAVED PEAR
CROP.
Water from two beaver dams saved the pear
crop of growers in the Entiat district, Washington, recently. There has been a shortage of water
for irrigation purposes because of the dring up
of Entiat Creek. Despite rigid enforcement of
the User's Rights Law, the supply dwindled until
drought threatened the pear harvest within three
weeks of marketing. Horace Mann, the district
gauger, went up into the mountains to investi~ate the sourse of the creew and discovered that

beavers had dammed the water by erecting two
large obstructions across a fiat va'lley.
The dams were opened and enough water was
r eleased to save the entire crop a nd then again
closed to save the lives of the little bu ilders.
T hat beaver are one of ·washington's r.-reatest
assets and have proved themselves of more value
to farmers than gold during droughts is the belief of every grower in t he Entiat section.
Damages by such fur-bearin g animals ar e
easil y offset by the amount of good accomplish ed
in the buld ing of dams and reservoirs.
Spring floods are diminished by nu merous
dams across streams which serve to provide a
more constant flow of water fo r irrigation purposes.
Alth ough beaver are protected in t his State,
next January an open season will permit t rappers to slaughter them for th irty days.
A big confere"\ce of growers and sportsmen
will be held at Wenakhee .Aug. 15 to protest the
death seJJtence f!f th is valuable animal at the
hands of the Legislature.
Beaver are thriving wonderfully in all the
water courses of the Northwest.
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The

Counterfeiter's
By

HORACE

LIBERTY BOYS

Daughter

APPLE TON.

The Barker residence, on Vernon avenue, Chicago, ha d for a l~ng time stood empty.
The placard "To Let," which was pasted on
its front, had almost becom illegible- from the
beating of the elements a gainst it.
The elegant lawn which fron ted the house h ad
become unkempt and slovenly, being overgrown
wi t h ugly weeds, which had choked and crowded
out the beautiful flowers that had brightened
t he beautiful place and made it a pleasure to its
owner and a matter of pride to his wealthy n eighbors.
During the occupany of the mansion by Mr.
13arker and hi s -family it had been the scene of
many notable social gatherings, and when Mr.
Barker announced his intention to rent his house
and spend two or three yeans abr oad, society received the ingelligence wi th r egret, rega rdin g his
intention ta go from their midst a s an almost irreparable lo s to Garden City society.
Speculation was lively as to who would be the
next to occupy the' old mansion, and in what way
t hey would fill the gap made by Mr. Barker's
r emoval.
But specula tion seemed to be useless for a long
t ime, jor no one came to occupy the house, and
t he neighbors saw with sadness the decay into
which it was falling.
Then the sign "To Let" was taken down, and
the intelligence went forth that the Barker mansion had at last found a tenant.
Who the newcomer was, or what were his antecedents or occupa t ion, were mysteries which
even the most inqui sitive gossips of the n eighborhood were un able to penetr at1i~
The most that they could learn was that he
wa s a wea lthy banker from New York, who, having recently lost his wife, had concluded to leave
t ha t city, and w ith his only daughter, a young
lady of eighteen, settle down in some Western
city, where he would get away from social infl uences which his sad bereavement had ma de
h im anxious to be free from; that he had been a
prominent society leader in the metropoli s ; but
sin ce the death of his wife he had become so
ca st down with grief that he - had expressed a
desire to retire altogether from society and its
pleasures ; and that, the better to carry out this
object and be free from all the temptations, he
h ad left New York and come to Chicago, where
he was unacqu a inted.
This intelligence was received with regret by
the neighbors, who had hoped that the new tenant wou ld in some way take Mr. Barker's place
in society, and by his effotts give the same eclat
to social enjoymen ts that its late occupant and
owner had.
Ml'. Hendon-for that was the newcomer's
name- seemed fi rm in his intent ion to remain exclusive, for all invitation s foi· him to join the
neighbors in social ir.tercourse was positively and
politely declined .
His daughter, who appeared t o be an exceed-
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ingly modest and pretty young woman, seemed
a nx ious to share her fa ther's desire for exclusiven ess a n d grief, a nd fil-mly defied a ll t he efforts of
her neighbors t o become acqu aint ed with h er.
She seldom appeared on t he street except in
company w ith her fa t her, and wh en she did so
was a lways clad in a deep suit of mournin g attire, and comported herself w ith a demureness
which was quite unnatural in a fema le so young
and handsome.
However, this was overlooked, in consideration
of the fact that she had recently lost h er m other,
and the n eighbors respected her grief a nd that
of her fath e:i:, and made no further effor t t o obtrude their society upon them.
The Henclons had been living in Chicago only
a few months when a skillfully executed counterfeit on the First National Bank of the city made
its appearance.
The notes which were cou nterfeited were of the
$li., $5 and $10 denominations, and their circulation became so large that the bank officers became
frightened, and at once instituted efforts 'to discovel" the party or parties who had set them
afloat.
~
Chance brought me to Chicago at thi,s time,
and inquiry among my, fellow detectives in the
Garden City informed me of the fac t t hat the
most important case· that they h ad on h and at
the time was the discovery of the authol" of some
counterfeited notes on the First Nation a l Bank.
I r equest ed permission of the chief of t he detective forci! of the city to try my hand at ferreting out the rascal, which was readily granted.
The second day after my connection with the
case I was walking through Vernon avenue, when
I met John Boyle, whom I recognized as a very
expert N ew York counterfeiter, who had been
doing time in Auburn State prison for his operation in "queer" currency.
Although he knew me prefectly well, he did
not recognize me -..vhen we met, but passed hurriedly by, and disappeared around the corner . .
Feeling certain that he had a hand in the spurious currency then afloat in Chicago, I followed
after him, determin ed to discover his lair, feeling sure that if I found it I could soon trace out
the origin of the counterfeit currency.
He disappeared into the Barker mansion, and
there being no chance for m e to do anything further without unnecessarily exciting his suspicion,
I determined to call on some of 'his neighbors, to
learn from them what was his status among
them.
The first place visited was the elegant residence
adjoining his.
I was met by the lady of the mansion, a woman
·of aristocratic bearing and mein.
In answer to my qu ery regarding her neighbor
she said the impression was general that .he was
a wealthy New Yorker,. who had Tetired from
business, and had remove d t o Chicago on account
of the death of his wife, and in order to get rid
of the obli gations t h at societ y imposed upon him
in the Metropolis.
"Since living here," she said, "he h as-kept himself very much excluded from society, an d, w ith
his daughter, has baffler! all our attempts at sociability.
Until recently{' she cqntinued, " I
never met either of them. My son succeeded,
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soon after their arriva l, in becom ing acquai nted
with Miss Hendo n, and their acquai ntance has
ripene d into love, and he inform ed me last week
that he intend ed to make her his wife. At that I
called on Miss Hendo n, and found her to a very
modes t, pretty young woma n. She appea red to
be bright and intelli gent, and I came away very
favora bly impres sed with the choice my son had
made."
"Well, madam ," I answe red, coolly, "it becom es
my painfu l duty in inform you that your son has
made a very bad choice, and that it is your duty
to do all in your power to break up this contem plated match ."
"Grea t heave ns!" she exclaim ed, "what do you
mean, sir? Expla in!"
"I mean, " I replied , "that if your son marrie s
Miss Hendo n he will be disgra ced for life, and
so will his family . Her father , John Boyle, alias
Hendo n, is an ex-con vict. He has served five
years in Aubur n State prison for counte rfeitin g."
At this intelli gence the proud, haughtY. woma n
burst into tears and exclai med;
"My gracio us! what a disgra ce would fall on
us if my son Charle s should marry her. But it.
shall not be-it shall not be," she fairly hisseda
"I'll kill her before I will allow her to becom etomemb er of my family . I will visit this jade d
morro w, and let her know what I have learneat
about her, and if she does not leave the city
once I will make her an object of scorn and con-"
tempt throug hout the neighb orhood . The vixen!
This resolv e was just the object I had in view,
the
for I hoped it would be the means of letting was
Boyles know that their true charac ter
known , and might possib ly lead to revela tions in
• connec tion with the "queer " curren cy that was
then afloat in the city.
I induce d her to consen t to allow me to accom pany her to the reside nce of the Boyles , where
I resolv ed to secrete mysel f in some place where
I could hear the interv iew betwee n the motheT
and her would -be daugh ter-in- law.
She accede d willing ly, and the next morni ng,
in compa ny ~· ith Mrs. Banni ng, I went to the
reside nce of the Boyles .
The servan t who answe red our call at the bell
ushere d us into the parlor , and left to inform
by
Miss Bolye, alias Hendo n that she was wante d im.
Mrs. Banni ng, who desire d to see her on
portan t busine ss.
As quick as the girl left I darted into a little
closet in the room, the door of which stood open,
and there quietly awaite d develo pment s.
rn a very few mome nts Miss Boyle entere d the
room and greete d Mrs. Bannin g· in the most cordial and effusiv e manne r, to which the latter lady
replied in a way that was fairly_: frigid in its
forma lity.
"It is time we under stood each other, Missr
Boyle, " Mrs. Banni ng began , in a cold, siniste
tone of voice, placin g empha sis on the name
Boyle.
At mentio n of the name the counte rfeiter 's
daugh ter rose to her feet, and stood facing Mrs.
Banni ng with a cold, haugh ty stare.
"Wha t do you mean, Mrs. Banni ng," she said,
coldly , "by calling me Boyle? My name is Hendon, and I'll thank you to bear that fact in
mind. "
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"Corne, some, now," coolly return ed Mrs. Ban-.
ning, "you'v e carrie d your duplic ity far enough
You
You'v e carrie d on this decept ion too long. your
have succee ded in snarin g my son into
meshes; but your schem es won't work. Renou nce
him at once, or I'll expose you to the world in
your true colors ."
Ducin g this speech Miss Boyle had stood facing her visitoT with her form drawn up to its
full propor tions, her eyes flashin g with indignation .
"You'l l expose me to the world in my true col"And
ors!" she fairly hissed betwee n her teeth. asked
what are those colors ,' pray tell?" she
sneeri ngly.
"Nelli e Boyle, you are the daugh ter of a counterfeit er and an ex-con vict. How dare you, with
such a charac ter as that, think of marry ing my
son?"
"Yes," said the haugh ty beauty , placin g one
hand on her heart, "I'll admit that I'm the daugh
ter of an ex-con vict and a counte rfeiter ; and,
madam ," she contin ued, with cuttin g sarcas m,
spite
"when I marry your son, which I shall do in counof all you can say, I will be the bride of a prate
terfeit er. Why are you, that you dare
about my disgra ce? Remem ber, madam , the old
adage, that they who live in glass houses should
not throw stones ."
Durin g this speech Mrs. Banni ng had stood a
silent listene r, fairly overpo wered by the cool im-·
puden ce of the speake r.
When Miss Boyle 'finished speaki ng the mothe r
sprang forwa rd and clutch ed her arm, exclaim ing:
"How dare you make such an infamo us charge
agains t my son? When you say that he is a
crimin al you lie!"
"Keep cool, madam ," Miss Boyle return ed,
quietly . "Perh aps in a few days you will receive
proof that I speak the truth. Why," she continued , "at this very mome nt the city is flooded
but
with his handiw ork. My father may be bad, shot
your son is worse ," and with thi s partin g
she walked proud ly from the room and left us
alone.
Seeing my oppor tunity I left my hiding place
and made away from the house as rapidl y as possible, not even waitin g for my compa nion.
Going to headq uarter s, I inform ed the chief of
two
what I had learne d, and giving me a. detail of resmen, we came back and shadow ed the Boyle
idence that evenin g.
Before nine o'clock three men of suspie ious appearan ce called and were admitt ed.
We waited until midnig ht, and then made a descent on the house, and captur ed Boyle and three
confed erates engag ed in engrav ing. and printin g
counte rfeit bankn otes.
Miss Boyle had retii·ed for the night, and, of
course , was not molest ed, but the follow ing day
she called at headq uarter s, and reques ted to see
her father and Charle s Banni ng, whom, she informe d me, was her affianc ed hu's band.
Up to the presen t time she has not fulfille d her
law
proph esy to be a counte rfeiter 's bride, for thenions
sent the would -be groom and his compa
away for a ten-ye ars' stay in Joliet State prison
and thus preven ted the consum mation of her am~
bition.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
PILLS KILL ARKANSAS BABY.
"Because they were suga r coat ed an d t asted
good," the fou r -year-old son of Alex Hulvey of
Poplar Bluff, Mo., ate fo r ty-five sugar coated
pills which he found at the home of h is parents.
The child was thrown into convulsions and died
within an hour.
FORD TRUCK HATCHES EGG.
It ha)> developed that a Ford truck is also well
adapted to hatching eggs. Three weeks ago a
driver of a truck for a produce concern placed
two eggs wrapped in a sack under the· hood of
his truck, and this week was rewarded with the
"peep-peep" of a newly hatched chick.
The owner of the chick will name it either
Henry or Lizzie, which will be determined a s
soon a s the sex of the newcomer can be decided.
SWIMS 14 MILES ACROSS L. I. SOUND IN 11
HOURS.
Starting from Lordship Beach, Bridgepert,
Conn., at 7 ;30 A. M. on September 1, Walter Patterson, long distance swimmer, covered the distance of fourteen miles across Long Island Sound
to the Old Field Lighthouse near Huntington, L.
I., in eleven hours. During his swim Patterson
ran intO' a strong tide, which sapped his endura·n ce and strength to such an ext ent that he collapsed when taken out of the w at er at the end of
the swim.
SNAKE CUT FROM HAND.
While a number of citizens of the Ward Bridge
community were seining in Richmond Creek a big
moccasin fastened its fangs in the left wrist of
Stonewall Cummins. Mr. Cummins attempted to
choke the snake loose, but failed. The brother
of Mr . Cummins then came t o his rescue, and ·
with his pocket knif~ in one hand and grasping
the body of the snake in the other severed the
reptile's head from the body. The mouth of the
decaf>itated head had to be pried open before the
wrist was r eleased. Mr. Cummins received immediate medical attention and suffered but little
from t he effects of h is experience.
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2,621-YEAR-OLD "MIT E" SHO WN IN COIN
EXHIBIT.
Obsolete and rare coins, some bearing dates of
hundreds of years before Christ, were in an exhibition of the . American Nuministic Societ y,
which opened its annual convention at Boston r ecently. Members from thirty-eight States and
a dozen Eu r opean and South American countries
were here and contr ibuted to the display of odd
coins and p aper cu rrency.
Colonia l coin s wer e shown in g reat numbers,
a s weTe Baltimore groats, shillings, six-penny
pieces and New York State pieces. Wha t w as
said to be the oldest coin in the United States
and of the smallest value ever issued was shown
by a Southern collector. It was a " mite," with
a face value of one-fifteenth of an American cent,
and was coined in 700 B. C. at Aegina.
Rare Amel"ican coins included one of the 1804
dollars, of which it is said only seven are in existence. Fifteen cent pieces, which were never
put in circulation a lso were on display.

••
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••

LAUGHS
H e-The ship I last came over in had twin
pr opellers. She-No wonder you h a d such a
squally passage.
"Ah!" exc1a!m ~d the irat e father, "how is it
I cat ch you k1ssmg my daughter, sir ? Answer
me, _sir! How is it?" "Fine, sir; fine, indeed!"
replied the young man.
Mistress-I'm sorry you want to leave, Ellis. •
Are you goi;ng t o better yourself. Maid-No,
m'm; I'm going to get married.

.._
. She ,:pre~ented h er self. at a fashionab le weddmg.
Friend of the bnde or the bridegroom?"
a sked the u sher. "I'm the fiancee of the org~n
blower," she explained, blushing.
Mrs. Bacon-There is a new hygienic rolling pin on the market, and they are said to be harmless. Mr. Bacon-I don't believe any rolling-pin
harmless if u sed as a missile.
Hotel Clerk ( su spiciously)-Your bundle has
come apa rt. May I a sk what that queer thing is?
Guest-This is· a new patent fi r e-escape. I al:
ways carry it, so in case of fi r e I can let myself
down from the hotel window.
See?
Clerk
(~houghtfully)-I .see.
~ur t~rm s fo r guests
with fire-escapes, sir, are mvariably cash in advance.
Two married men were arguing as t o what
they would do if an opportunity p1esen te d itself of distinguishing themselves by perfoTming
some brave deed, when one rema rked : "Look
her e, old man, do you mean to tell m e you would
go through fire for your moth er-in-law?"
"Should have to, dear boy,". replied the "old
man," "she>-· is dead !"
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FEW GOOD ITEMS
7 CROSS LAKE MICHIGAN IN ROWBOAT.
Seven students of the University of Illinois
and' Northwestern University who set out to cross
Lake Michigan in a rowboat, arrived safely in
St. Joseph, Mich., Sept. 7, according to word received here. The 68-mile trip was made in 23
hours. It is the first time on record since the
days of Indian canoes that such a trip has been
made by oarsmen. The boat sprung a leak a
quarter of a mile after the start, and one man
was compelled to bail from that point to the end
of the journey. Four men were at the oars at
all times.
FIRED BARN IN REVENGE. 1
That h.e set fire to the barn of C. E. Dice of
Summer Hill in revenge for punishment inflicted
on him last year by Dice's son, his school teacher,
was the confession made before a local justice of
the peace by Cletus Sult, aged 13, son of Alexander Sult, a neighbor. The boy was arrested
by State troopers who have been investigating
the mysterious fire that destroyed the Dice barn
several weeks ago, with a loss of $8,000.
The boy attended the Summer Hill school,
taught by Calvin Dice, last winter, and was
whipped rather severely on one occasion. During
"he summer Dice has been helping his father on
the farm. The boy's father knew nothing of th~
affair until he was called to the office of the justice to become surety for $1,000 to prevent his
:son being sent to jail.

animal wool, make a splendid packL11g; but they
have a greater value by far than that.
One of the great business pr.oblems of the country has been t~hortage of wood pulp from
which to manufamire print paper. It is said
that this ribbon sawdust, as it is called, will
meet every need of the paper manufacturers.
Ordinary sawdust cannot be used, as paper of
any kind requires a fibre of a certain length.
In sawdust the fibre has been broken up, but it
is preserved intact in the ribbon sawdust, and it
has been estimated that "the acids can sep~hate
the 'fibres within thirty minutes.
The log is laid lengthwise and is made fast by
a small steam pump, or "canno," as it is called.
The log sweeps back and forth into the teeth of
a band saw, moving at an average speed of two
miles a minute. As soon as the metal strikes the
wood, there is a loud purr and the long, stringy
shavings are thrown across the room like water
from the nozzle of a fire hose. The carriage on
which .}:._he log is mounted is reversible and the
saw tal<es a double bite.

THE ARCHIMEDEAN MONKEY.
If the brain of a monkey can discover the prin-.
ciple of the lever, how near akin is it to Archimedes? Dr. W. T. Hornaday, director of the
New York Zoological Gard.~ms, cert ainly a well
qualified student of animal life, both wild and
domestic, is reported as follows by a correspondent of the International News Service:
"One of the most interesting cases I can atang-outang in this zoo, that
test is that of an
discovered the principle of the lever ..
LOST DIAMOND MINE.
"This beast decided that it wanted to tear
A fabuluous fortune awaits the man who disnot
covers the lost diamond mine of Arkansas. There down the running bars of its cage. It was
are indisputable i-ndications that such a mine ex- powerful enough to do so by an application of diists, according to a statement of Capt. Frederick rect physical strength.
"After studying the situation and experimentC. Packe.r, an English diamond mining expert,
and
who has twice come to this t!'ountry from Kim- ing, it ripped down the bar of its totrapeze,
tear down
using the bar as a lever n1anaged
gerly, South Africa, in search of the lost mine.
Due to the pecµliarity of the natural process the runni;:lg bars.
"Furthermore, '.finding its own strength insufby which diamonds were formed in the dim ages
of the past, Captain Packer said, the indications ficient at one point, it called another orangof a diamond field may be found a long distance' outang to help it.
"The orang-outang discovered for itself the
from the field. These indications have been found
as Archiin a certain part of Arkansas, but the mine has principle of the lever just as trulyscrew.
not been discovered. It may be near the Okla- medes discovered the principle of thestudying an"The majority of psychologist~ in
homa line, he asserts.
imal psychology have access only to tame or
domestic animals-the dog, the horse, the cat.
"But wild animals generally speaking are
STRINGS OF WOOD INSTEAD OF SAW- more intelligent than tame animals. This is natDUST.
ural because they are on their own resources to
. There is in practical operation at the plant of provide for themselves food and shelter and to
Wilson-Otwell Manufacturing Company, preserve their lives.
t~
"From long observation I am convinced that
Jacksonville, Fla., a machine that is expected to
revolutionize the saw mill industry by converting some of the higher wild animals have intern- ·
sawdust, now a waste product, into a valuable gence superior to that of the lowest form of hu,commodity.
man intelligence, and, therefore, I am willing
. This process, which gives out a long string, to lay down the original 1'1ioposition with little
fear of scientific contradiction, that higher ani~nstead o_f the powd~ry sawdust generally familiar, consists of cuttmg the logs lengthwise with . mals are just as likely to have souls as are lower
a rip-saw. The · strips, as soft to the touch as members of the human race." ·
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THE NEWS IN SHORT ARTICLES
wm·e guests of W. A. King at the latter's snake
ATTACKED BY SEA GULLS.
farm near Brownsville, Texas, a few days ago.
Even the timorous seagull.-.;11 tun;i. Alexan- King sent invitations to these men to come to his
der Duncan of Ga uldry, on the River Tay, Fife- place and attend a barbecue in their honor. All
shire, was attacked by seagulls while walking of them are in his employ a s snake catchers. It
along the sands between Tayport and Leuche~. was a picturesque gathering of Mexicans and
The g ulls, numberin g several hund red, evi- Americans who have spent their Jives in the
dently r esented hi s intrusion into an area where open, studying the habits and haunts of the rattheir young 'wer e running in and out among the tlesnake, which is th e chief type of r eptile dealt
grass, and swooped · down furiou sly upon him in by King.
time afte r time. Mr. Duncan had to r un a conThe g u ests had a big time at the barbecue.
siderable distance before the gulls gave up the
When they h a d fini shed with the feast they sat
chase.
around a nd talked about snakes. Some of th em
had thrilling stor ies to t ell of their experiences.
Pedro Saenz, who, for the last twenty years, h as
SPRINTS 160 MILES IN 28 HOURS AND 20 been a snake hunte1· in the Soto la Marina reMINUTES.
gion of Mexico, t old the stor y of how he la y
A ma n forty-four years old, wearing running down one night upon the ground to sleep and
costume and Indian moccasins, turned off Broad- when he awoke the n ex t morning he found his
way a nd hopped up the st eps of City Hall at 1.20 improvised bed surr ounded by rattlesnakes-huno'clock P. M., Sept. 5, having made a contin~ou s dr eds of th em, according to Sae nz.
run from the St ate House at Alba nY:, 160 m1l_es,
H e had taken t he precaution to lay a hair
in tw enty-eight h ours and . twenty mmutes, with rope around his bed when he lay down. No snake
twenty minutes consumed m stops ~or lunch.
will attempt to cross a hair rope. This saved
H e is Sa muel A . Johnson, sem1-profess10nal his life, he thinks. Saenz got busy when he
•runner and newsboy, with a stand at 34th Street found the mul t itude of snakes so close at hand
and when he had fini shed with his Jong pole with
and Broaaw ay.
.
It is doubtful if, since the days of Indian run- t}le · sna r e at the end of it he had collected more
ners thi s particular' feat has ever before been than th ree hun dred of the venomous reptiles and
acco~pli shed.
Indian run_n er s probably never \1ad the m all snugly placed in his stout gunnyma de it in so fa st time, _a~ tne p_os~ roa d of to-?ay sack.
far outclasses any trail then ex1 strng a s_a sprmtKin g is the la rgest sn a ke dealer in the United
ing path. Johnson, who _has been i·ui:nmg twen- States, it is said. He has been in the business
ty-two years, made the JOurn
to wm a w3:ger for many years. He supplies museums, shows
of $1,000 that he could do it i~ less_ than thirty a_nd others throughout the country with reptiles.
hours. The wager was made with Miss ~argaret He also does quite a business of selling snake
Gast former woman motorcycle champion, who poison to chemi st s a nd meC: d men for experipaced him in her machine.
.
mental poison. All of the r a ·. tlesnakes and other
The start was made at 9 A. M. Sunday. Hud- venomou s i·eptiles brought to his farm are made
son wa s r eached, thirty-three miles, at. 2.50 harmless by ex tracting the poison from their
P. M., and a stop was.made to e~t. Immediately pouches, the cut t ing off of their fangs and the
off again, he plugged along until 1 A. M.,_ ye_s- slitting of their 15oison bags. Each rattlesnake
terday, when he increas_ed his pace to a ~1le m yields about a fourth of a tumblerful of green
six minutes and kept this up r egularly until 4.30 liquid poison.
o'clock. Dur ing the night_ hi s pacemaker had to
The snake farm consist s of a series of pens,
keep ahead of him or bchmd 111m because of e~ each enclosed with a high, tight board fence. In
gine troubl e so that much of the wa y he sped m the pen s are piles of brush and grass where the
total darkne'ss, once running full-til~ into a ~ence snakes a r e kept until fatten ed and made ready
and often being blinded b y a utomobile h eadlights for ma rk et . They a r e fe d chiefly on live rats,
he met.
.
which are t rapped a nd tu r n ed loose in the p ens.
Johnson's mocca sins a re of his .own contny- Snakes that a re not well suited for exhibition
a nce, consisting of a regular Ind ian n:i occas~n purposes a r e killed a nd their f a t conver ted into
with a thicker sole than u sual. H e was met m sn a ke oil, whi ch sell s for a g ood pr ice, it is
Harlem by Leona r d M. Whitney of No. 140 Wa?s- st ated. The oil is u sed chiefly a s a remedy for
wor th Avenue, who rubbed him down a t City r heumati sm.
·
H al l. On th e way he cons umed ~hree cup s of
More th a n one hun dred men and a few Mexitea three g lasses of milk, th r ee pieces of toast , can women are kept
constan t ly in t he field catchs!.x' poached eg gs, and a pound and a h a lf of ing live rattlesn akes a n d other ki n d of r eptiles
grapes.-N. Y . Wor ld.
for Kin g. Th ey are pai d so much a pound for
the iT ca tch es, and a re a bl e to ma ke good money.
Some of the r a ttlesnakes brought in are of enormou s size. The larger ones arc us ua lly skinned
65 RATTLER HUNT E RS AT BARB ECUE.
Sixty-five professional sna ke catchers from ~he a nd t heir hides a nd r a ttles used for t he manuJianarral r e1don of sout h west Texa s a nd Mexico fac ture of no vel ti es.- N. Y. Sun.f
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cookiug weats, ush, g~mc auu oysters; also piL·S , put.l-

dings. cu kes urn.I ull kuH1:s of .LJU :, Lry, H.UJ a Krauel co!lccliou ot rcdpes.
HOW TO HEllAVE.-Couta ;ning tlle rules
N ... 33.
and et hp1et t c or good ~ o<..:i e ty anll the L"(.l::,ic:;t an ~ I moi:tt
UlJpl'O\iel.1 wetllods Cf appeal"iua; LO :;,Out.I Hll\'•.UllU" e St

pa1tie~. Ualls. the theatr~. ciJurch, uuJ iu the dra~· iug·
roow .
N o . a3. HOW T O PLAl: GAMl':::>.- A complete and
use fu l little l.Jook, con t u.lu1ug tbe rule::; uuu 1·eg uiatio u ::1
or ullliards, Ullgatelle, lla<:kgunuuon, Cl"VljUel, dowinoes,
e tc.
No. 36. H O W TO SOL\'E C:ONU.N ll HU .\ I S. -Contalnlng al• the leadrng couuutlrums of tbe <lay, amu~rnir
ritldl e ~, curious l:atclws lltH.J witty saylugi-L
.S o . 40. H OW 'l'O .UAh.1!; ANH 8ET 'l'·•APS.- lucludlng hints on llow 'to catc!J mole•, wen•cls, otter rats
:)ljUirrds and birJs

Al so liuw to cure skins.

coPiou.s lY

ltllistratut.
1'o. 41. T H E llOYS 0 1" NEW l:OR K EN D MEN'S
JOKE ts OO Ji.-Contuiniu!f a great vnriety or tile latest
jokes use<.! l)y the wo•t t amous end men . i'io am a teur
min st rels i s complete without tb!s wonuel'ful Jlltle l>vvk.
'J.'lU-.: llO lS 01" XE\V Y ORK S'.l'l".IJP
.!So. 42.
Sl'1':A K J!;R.-Co 111uiuing ll varfotl assortweut of stum p
speeches, Negro, Dute l.a aud I ri ti b. A1so end m en's joke.,
Ju s t tll.e thing tor Llome- a111 u.st:nn ..~ nt and ama teur shows.
'J:H]l; llO~S 01'' :SEW YOnK JIU .SST HEL
.N-0. 46.
GUI UE A:SO J ORE nooK .-Sometbiug n ew and vei·y
lnstructlve. £very hoy shou)d obtain this hook, as it
contain~ full instructions for 01;;uuiziug ttn a mateu r
minstrel troupe
N o . 46. H OW TO J\I.AliE AND USE ELECTRJ Cl'l'Y.
-A descliptiou. ot the wouderful u ses o! electricity "ud
electro magnellslll; toge ther with run lnstruclio11s for
makiug Electric 'l oys, .Batteries, etc. Hy George 'l'rehc.'I
-A. M .. M D. Containiug over tiity illnstratlons.
N o . 48. H OW TO..-BU I LO ANl> SAI L CANOES.-A
bandy l>ook for l>oys, containlug full <llrections for coustructing canoeH and tbe most µopular manner of sailing them. JJ'ully illustrate d .
No. 49. H OW TO DEUATE.-Givlog rules tor condu cting debares, outlines o! tlehates , questions tor discussion an,d the best sources tor procuring- tnrorwation
ou the questious given.
N o . 50. HOW TO STUFF BlRDS ANO ANIMAI,S A valuable book, giving instructions in collecting p~e
paring, mouutiug and preserving birds, animals and
1

Inserts.

HOW T O DO TRlCKS WITH CARDS.No. 51.
Containing cx p ltination• or the general principles or
slclght-of-hnu<l npplicahle to ca rd tricks; of card tr ick•
with ordinnry cnrds,.and not r e quiring sleight-of-l1aurt ·
of tricks Involving sleight -of -band, or tbe use of spe'.
ci all y prepared cards. Illu st rated .
No. 6a. HOW TO \VRITE LF.TTERS.- A wonderful
little hook, telling you how to write to your sweethNlrt ,
your fa th e \, mo tlle r, sister. brother, employer; a n d . i n
tad. cvery!Jody anti any!Jody you wlsb to w r ite to .

J'er aa le bJ a ll new•d ea lera, er wtll t.e a. . t to an 1
a d • r- • on receipt of p rice, 10c. per copy, la
money or atampa, by

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher,
lia Weat 23d Str..t,

New Yod

MINING

..

l

I, to.·;

Bold His tar $10.00
and Orde-d Ai1other
Some time ago I got one ot
your Machines and I am very

much plea.sod with

It.

After

working tt for a.bout a mon th I

:l~e .t
1

.

:! fl~·W a~d ~~~er~g!
now

Ills f1UJ1tty nightly.

I have

d~t~e~~h~~~~nother Jre~u~r

i:hereth. Mandan. N. Dak.

Would llot GllT• Away
tor $26.00

My Movtng Picture Mach lue
ts & good one and I would not
etve tt away tor $25 .00. l t's
tile bes t machine I ever bad and
I wish everybody could have

one. Addle Bresky, Jeanesvtue,
Pa. Box 34.

ARaal
Moving
Picture
Shew in
Your Own Ho1ne

Better Than a $12.00
Machine

th!~~~lgwy~~~itu~u;:n~~v~~

Picture Machine Is alt right. I
!lave bad It a long time and a

bas not been broken yet. I
bave seen a $12.00 Machine bnt
would not swap mine tor lt.
Robert Lineberry, care
ot Revolution Store,

Oreenboro, N. C.

Remember, this ls 'a Genuine ·
Movlo:; Picture Machine and the
:fl~;i~~t. pictures are clear. sharp and
The Mo\'ing Picture Machine
finely construr.ted, and carefully put to·
gether by •killed workmen.
It is made of
Ruosian Metal, baa a beautiful finish, and ia
operated bv a finely conat.ructed mechanism, consist·
irig of au eight wheel movement, etc.
The proj cctin;:
lenses are carefally ground and adjusted, triple polished,
standard double extra reflector, t hrowing a ray of light
many feet, and enlarging the P..icture on . the acreen un
to three or four feet in area.
I

It is not a toy; it is a solidly construoted and durable
Movinit Picture Machine. The mechanism is exceedingly simple and is readily operated by the most inexperienced. The pictures shown by thit !Darvelous
Moving Picture Machine are. not the common, crude
and lifelees Magic Lantern variety , but are life-like photographic reproductions of actu&l 11cenes, places and people,
which never tire its audiences. This Movmg Picture Machine
has caused a rousin~ enthusiasm wherever it is used.
This Moving Picture Machine which l want to senci
you FREE, gives clear and life-like Moving Pictures as are
ehown at any regul:lr Moving Picture show. It flaaboa
........,.;
.
moving pictures on the sheet before you. Thia Macbine
and Box of Film are FREE-absolutely free to every boy in thia land who wants to write for
an Outfit, free to girle alfd fre e to older people.
Read MY OFFER below, which shows you
bow to get tbia Marvelous Machine.

=;;;..-

How You Can Get This Great Moving Plctu1•e
Machine-Read My Wonderful Offer to Ydu

•

WN\.filWNS

~rB.~\Em.
~ In~cti;v:t,Y o f

HERE IS what you are to do in order to get this amazing Moving Picture Machine and the real
Moving l"icturee: Send your name and address-that is all. Write name and address very plainly .
Mail t o-day. As aoon as I receive it 'I will mail you 20 of the most beautiful premium pictures you
ever 81\w-sJI brillinnt and shimmering colors.. Tbeae pictures are printed in manl' colors and
among the titles are such subjects as "B•~Y Ross M aki'll!l the F'irat American Flag"-" Washington at
Jfome,"-"Battle of La,ke Erie," etc. I want you to distribute these prem ium pictures on a •pecial
40 -oent offer among the people you know. When you
have distributed the 20 premium pictures on my liberal
offeryouwillhaveoollectod
Sendthe
$8 00. to me and I will immediately send you - FREE the Movin11; Picture Machine with comGood for Moving Picture Oller
plete Outfit and the Box of Film.
Simply out out this Free Coupon,

I

Free Coupon

is.oo.

50,000 of these rnachloe11 ha•c made
50,000 boy1 happy. An1wer at once.
Be the ftut ln your town to a.et one.

PLEASE
USE

A. E. FLEMING, Secy.,f
615
43d Street, lJept. 220, New York
~--~

w.

COUPON

pin It to a sheet of paper. mall to me
with your name and addrea wr~tcn
plainly, and I wm send you tbo 20

Pictures at once.

Addreas

A. E. FLEMlNG. s~cy.,
115 w. 43d s~.. Dept. 220 I Now Ya.L

the copper mining industry has
caused the practical desertion of
the
populations
from the towns
of
Cobar
and
Broken Hills, N.
S. W. At one
time Cobar boasted a population
of several thou- ·
sand people. Now
it is but a collection of bare
shacks, with its
people gone:
Broken
Hills,
another
mmmg
town that in its
heydey had
a
population of 50,000, is also desolate. Early in
1919, when the
tqwn's
products
were selling at
high 'figures, the
miners s t r u c k
and remained out
two years, during
which time the
bottom fell from
the metal markets. When the
miners were
ready to return
to work, the operators foun.d they
could woril the
mines only at a
loss.
Owners of the ·
mines told the
men
of
their
problem and of-'
fered to work the
properties, without profit, for the
sake of the miners, if the men
would take wage
reductions of 20
per cent. The men
voted down the
proposals. It was
charged that a
gang of radicals
led in the movement to defeat
t h e return t o
work.

• ti'

! \.

WHY'ot' ·GROW '. OlD~1

Glands·

'

Renew Youthful Vigor!
down men and w omen.

FREE Trial Offer

Don't sond me o ne cant-Just let me

:_
I

·

j

"

We have made arrangemen ts to supply a highly
eoncentrated extraet (Glandine) containing the
active principles of the glands of young anima18,
to men and women everywhere. w ith the understanding that results must be entirely aatiafactory
or there is no charire and the p erson USin&' the extract ia to be made the s ole judge.

Amazing Results

prove It to you as I have done for over
72,600 others in the last six mootbs. I
claim to have the most successful r emedy
for bunions ever made and I want you to
let me aend you my Falryfoot treatment
Free. I don't care bow many so-called
cores. shields or ads you ever tried
witbout suceess-f don't care bow dis1

~ ~~ ~;t~~~er:;:d~:~l1i b~:~ ~:~g

absolute confidence JD it that I am co·
Ing to aend It to you absolutely
FREE. It is a wonderful yet simple
homeremedywhich relieves youalmoat
instantly of t he pain; it r emoves the
cause of t he bumon and thus t he ugly
deformit y diea~an-aU thie while
oo are wearin~ tighter shoes than ever.
uat send your name and addrea and

J.

~=~-::.i1:,1!J!o.~\ifn~~dlr

feot R:aellr Ce., 2207 lillanl .b.. Dlpt. S

In

Clrinw•

People who have taken GLANDINE only a few
d&711 have written letters telling of results that
astonishing. Don't doubt. Don't hesitate.
Try GLANDINE at once. We aeaume all risk.
You none. Results must amaze ·and delight you
or there la no charge whatsoever.
8MDl

Send No Money
Simply send your name and addrea and learn '
how you can take GLANDINE in the privacy of
:roar own home, under our absolute guarantee ot
aatlafaction oe no charge. SE'nd no meney. Accept thia FREE Trial 01fer TODAY.

CRANE
JiFTS 41(;
l) Ji ~QNS.
'

1·~ _
'. _
• _
·

Young Anim1'1is Said ' to

Noted European scientists declare that the vital
elands of young animals have remarkable powers
for renewing vitality and building up weak, run-

;~a~T

I

PlllCI

lB20~V...m•""'•-BIG
~ j:,':ie~P=;"~:J~~-:e J!~'RonP.S in Fleeti:
FUN

A .\tAQtlJ Trick Ne•eltJ' FR.KE 'vlth tuu•h X-Rfty.

MARVEL MFG. co~ Dept. 15 ,,. Nli!W HAfEN. CONN.

GLANDINE LABORATORIES
S38 Soutft Clark. Suite 1555, C:hica-co. llL

Jle a Sport Writer!

Tho bluest watch offer •••r made-NO RED .TAPE-NO WAIT-

ING. S'imply send $2 and receive the watch. Fult seven - jeweled Elgin.
12 size, Uiin model

1n stylish octagon caso, guaranteed 20 yearg.

30 DAYS' FREE TRIAL
You carry the watch for 30 days- you take no C'han ee ~. rr not;
satis fa ctory your de posi t is returned to you. You do no t risk a peWIY.

$2 A MONTH
Send only $2 an(! th e wa.tch comes to you charree paid.
balance $2 a month for l 0 months. Price only $22.
FREE CATALOG- Illustrates and describes over 2,000
diamonds, wLtche• and jewelrY. Send for !t. Dept. 3t~.

.Pay . the

_ _

The ~hil adelphia Navy Yard
boast s
of
th e
m ost
powe r ful
crane in existence. It · can lift
350 ton s at a distance of 115 feet
out from its tow~
er, and 50 ton s on
a reach of 190
fe et. In its test
for acceptance i t
lifted a maxi mum load of 490
tons. Its ex trerre
height
is
230
fe et . The r otating part of th e
crane weigh s 2,917 tons, and th e
total weight of
the whole cran e
4,000 tons.
Tiecently there
was constructed
at the outer end
of the pier on
which the big
crane stands a
smaller cra ne of
the
traveling
type. It was built
at the outer end
of the pie r for
convenience, a nd
after completion
it had to be moved p ast the big
crane, so t hat it
migbt operat e on
the sh ore en d of
t he pier. How t o
ma ke thi s tran sfe r wa s the problem, until someon e
suggested
th a t, since the
yard possessed a
crane of sufficient
power a nd reach
to lift th e ·smaller
crane bodily,' it
would be a good
plan to lift the
little fellow up
bodily, swing it
around over the
water, and place
it again on the
pier in the r equired positionwhich was done.
We hear mu ch in
these days abont
relativity, and in
the present ca se,
· although the lifted
crane
was
small in compari,
son to its big
brother, it weighed 310 tons.

r
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$1000 REWARD
For the Capture of This Man
ONVICT 6138, escaped from the State Penitentiary;
Name, Charles Condray; Age, 37; Height, 5 ft. 8 in.
Weight, 141 pounds; Hair, tight b::_own; Eyes, gray.
Easy enough to identify him from his photograph and
· this description, you may say- but, Condray took the
name of "Brown", dyed his hair, darkened his skin, grew
a mustache, put on weight and walked with a stoop.
Yet. he was captured and identified so positively that
he knew the game was up, and returned to the peni•
tentiary without extradition.
How was it accomplished? Read the whole story on page
13 of a thrilling free book which is yours for the asking.

C

\

Thirteen Mystifying Detective

St~ries

Free

Thirteen stories of crime, daring robberies, mysterious
murders, thrilling escapes. Everir one true. Read the
story of the automobile murder. Find out how Sheriff
Mc Donald solved the mystery of the Blood Stain on the
Cash Register. Read about the Political plot in Daven•
•
port, Iowa, and how it was thwarted.
This book, fully illustrated with weird pictures of the
criminals at work, is yours FREE. Just send the coupon.
Fill in your name and address and mail it today. No
obligation on your part. The book is yours.

Professional Secrets of Twelve Master Mi&ds
Secret methods revealed. Twelve big American detectives tell the secrets of the method they employ. The
story of their achievements, their life histories, their
pictures all in this book. Learn how mysteries are being
solved daily by these great detectives. Find out how
simple their methods really are. With an idea of the
~rinciples of their methods, you can follow in their steps.
With their secrets in your possession, you may be able
to develop into a famous detective-win glory, honor,
renown, wealth and big rewards.

The Mystery of Crime Detection
More and more the detection of crime resolves itself
the problem of identification. Any man ofordinary a
can master this profession if he has in his possessi
secrets of the method employed by famous identifi
experts. The key to this method is yours for the

Your Opportunity
This Big Book is full of astounding information
detective work and facts on crime detection t
amaze and intrigue you. Stories of crime and c ·
Helpful advice from big detectives. Absolut
Just fill in coupon with your name and address,
send you postpaid the most astounding inforn1
Identification that you ever read. You'll bes
and surprised-and inspired. Send for this

Don't w..;t
I~L3o~:o:Sh~•4
:81i!:t d!fg~y~ii~t;~oraRei:1t~:;.r,IP"•t
ahead of rou.
Thia book lo loot off the preao.
ou Brat eeltlon. 'lbe domand will
Don't wait anti! tbla ec!ition la ubaa>'ted. It 1oa

turned. 8on't Jet the other fellow
tble book. Then send for It Mgbt now.

T. G. COOKE, Pres., Unlvenlty of Arrlie

Dept.1097, 1920 Sunnysidl! Avenue Cb!
n . . u1u1111111111tiUllllllU IUIUl lllllUlllll1lllHIJlff
~= = = ._
,

......

T. G. COOKE, Pres., University of AP.

1920 Sunnyside Avenue, Dept. 1097r

Dear Mr. Cooke:-Please eend me FRE'E
ilhatrated book on Crime and Crime
undent.ood that 1 uaume 110 obliption.

~
§

i

N1Jflll .......... ............................ ..

Addr...................................... .

:r.,,.,,.... ....... .............................

1

